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Abstract
Lifestyle interventions (nutrition and exercise) offered during pregnancy
may prevent excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) and improve pregnancy
outcomes. The efficacy of previous interventions has been inconsistent as some
studies ‘successfully’ achieve their health outcome goals while others have had a
null effect. A common limitation reported among ‘unsuccessful’ studies is low
adherence. The objective of this dissertation was to execute three independent
yet interrelated studies to determine if adherence is a key factor in determining
the success of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy. Study 1 compared
adherence to ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ lifestyle interventions during
pregnancy using a systematic review. Results showed that adherence is
significantly higher among ‘successful’ health outcome studies than
‘unsuccessful’ ones. Study 2 aimed to determine if adherence remains a key
factor in determining program ‘success’ among women with a pre-pregnancy
body mass index ≥25.0 kg/m2 who may have experienced weight fluctuations
prior to pregnancy. Results revealed that high adherence to nutrition and
exercise goals during pregnancy is a significant predictor of appropriate
gestational weight gain. Study 3 aimed to determine a strategy to improve
program adherence by comparing adherence to the sequential introduction of
nutrition and exercise behaviors to the simultaneous approach. Results showed
that the sequential introduction of exercise followed by nutrition improves
adherence and may also improve health outcomes including promotion of
appropriate gestational weight gain. By improving adherence to prenatal nutrition
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and exercise goals, more women may have a healthy pregnancy and this
improves health outcomes for mother and child.
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Lay Summary
Adherence is defined as the degree to which an individual follows the
recommendations of a healthcare provider. Among pregnant women, previous
authors have reported low adherence as a limitation of nutrition and exercise
programs. Low adherence is problematic because it means that the participants
are not actually performing the required goals of a program and therefore this
can reduce their likelihood of achieving positive health outcomes. Examples of
health outcomes include preventing excessive weight gain during pregnancy,
macrosomia (large babies, birthweight >4000g) and low birth weight (small
babies, birthweight <2500g). Women who exceed weight gain recommendations
during pregnancy and babies born too small or large are at an increased risk for
later life diseases. Providing women with a nutrition and exercise program can
help them gain an appropriate amount of weight and promote a healthy baby
birthweight. This thesis aims to determine if adherence plays an important role in
the success of lifestyle programs (nutrition and exercise) during pregnancy. The
first study measured adherence to ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ programs and
found that studies that met their health outcome goals (successful) had higher
adherence than studies that did not (unsuccessful). The second study measured
adherence to a nutrition and exercise program among women who entered
pregnancy with an overweight body mass index and may have experienced
weight loss before pregnancy. Study two found that adherence is still higher
among women who successfully achieved the health outcome (prevention of
excessive weight gain), even if they experienced weight loss before pregnancy.
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Finally, the third study tested adherence strategies including offering nutrition and
exercise at the same time compared to offering the behaviors one at a time.
Results showed that when exercise is offered first followed by nutrition,
adherence improves. Additionally, the group that received exercise first also
reported positive health outcomes including prevention of excessive weight gain.
This thesis provides evidence that adherence is a key factor for the success of
nutrition and exercise programs during pregnancy. By improving adherence,
more women can have a healthy pregnancy and this can improve the health and
well-being of both mom and baby.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter will first provide an overview on the prevalence of excessive
gestational weight gain and the associated health consequences, including the
risk for chronic conditions such as obesity. Next, this chapter will provide
information on existing lifestyle interventions that have addressed health
outcomes during pregnancy, such as prevention of excessive gestational weight
gain, to reduce the risk of later life obesity. The effectiveness of previous lifestyle
interventions (nutrition and exercise) has been inconsistent, with some studies
achieving their health outcome goals while others have had a null effect. Low
adherence to previous lifestyle interventions will be discussed as a limitation that
contributes to null results, followed by the rationale to further examine adherence
as a potential key factor for determining the ‘success’ of nutrition and exercise
interventions during pregnancy. Based on the theory of self-control and selfregulation, this chapter will rationalize further exploration of the sequential
introduction of nutrition and exercise behaviors as a way to improve program
adherence in comparison to the simultaneous approach. Finally, this chapter will
conclude with a summary of studies 1-3 included in this thesis.
1.1 Excessive gestational weight gain
The risk for pregnancy complications, including gestational diabetes,
gestational hypertension and preeclampsia, will increase if an excessive amount
of weight is gained during pregnancy (1, 2). Excessive gestational weight gain
1

(EGWG) has been defined by the Institute of Medicine (2009) as gaining above
9.0 kg, 11.5 kg and 16.0 kg for women with a pre-pregnancy body mass index
(BMI) of obese (BMI ≥30.0 kg/m2), overweight (BMI ≥25.0-29.9 kg/m2) and
normal weight (BMI ≥18.0-24.9 kg/m2), respectively (3). It is recommended that
women gain 2.0 kg in the first trimester (0 to 12 weeks gestation) regardless of
pre-pregnancy BMI (3). After the first trimester, women are expected to gain no
more than 0.29 kg, 0.33 kg and 0.50 kg per week for an obese, overweight and
normal weight pre-pregnancy BMI, respectively (3). Approximately 50% of
Canadian women gain excessively during pregnancy, with a higher prevalence
seen in women who have a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25.0kg/m2 (4).
Gaining above these guidelines (regardless of pre-pregnancy BMI) has
been shown to significantly increase the risk for pregnancy complications (1, 2).
Additionally, EGWG can increase the risk for later life obesity that can affect both
mother and growing fetus (5-7).
1.2 Cycle of obesity
Women who gain weight excessively during pregnancy are at greater risk
for delivering babies with a birthweight >4000g (macrosomia) (1, 8, 9) and having
a large for gestational age baby (10, 11). A recent meta-analysis including
individual patient data from 162,129 mothers reported that EGWG, large for
gestational age babies and macrosomia were positively correlated with childhood
obesity (7). Babies born large for gestational age have higher levels of
adipocytes which increases fat storage and therefore puts them at risk for both
2

childhood and adult obesity (12).This may suggest that EGWG can perpetuate a
cycle of obesity (13, 14).
If a woman enters pregnancy with obesity, she is at greater risk of gaining
excessively, and having a large for gestational age baby who is more likely to
have obesity as an adult (13). If the baby is female, she may then enter
pregnancy as an adult with obesity, and if she gains weight excessively when
pregnant, the obesity cycle can continue (13). Further, women who gain
excessively during pregnancy are more likely to retain the extra weight in the
postpartum period which may be difficult to lose and therefore increases her risk
of carrying extra weight potentially into subsequent pregnancies (13). Women
with a normal weight can potentially enter the cycle of obesity by gaining
excessively during pregnancy and retaining that extra weight post-delivery and
into future pregnancies (13). The link between exposures, such as EGWG, that
occur during pregnancy and later life chronic disease risks, including obesity, is
explained by the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) theory.
1.3 Brief Introduction to the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease:
Obesity
The origin of the DOHaD theory stems from coronary heart disease
related research (15) conducted in England and Wales. Barker (2007) examined
a large cohort of birthweight data that showed infants born small for gestational
age (SGA) were more likely to develop and die from cardiovascular disease later
in life in comparison to babies born at an appropriate birthweight (15). This was
3

linked to early exposures to famine while in utero, which may have led to undernutrition during pregnancy and babies born SGA (15). Potential mechanisms that
led to babies being born SGA include poor organ development and placental
dysfunction (16). It has been proposed that under-nutrition can potentially lead to
reduced angiogenesis which affects the transfer of blood and nutrients across the
placenta, leading to intrauterine growth restriction and consequently low
birthweight (17). Babies may not be able to grow to their full potential and this
increases their risk for later life chronic diseases (17).
The potential programming of obesity has also been extensively studied
(6, 18, 19). One study measured the BMI of adults at age 50 who were born
during a period of famine in Amsterdam (born between 1943 and1947) (20).
Similar to the results found on cardiovascular disease, most babies born in the
period of famine in Amsterdam were also born SGA (20). Interestingly, when
followed into the future, the infants born small were more likely to have an obese
BMI in their teenage years and at age 50 compared to the babies that were born
at an appropriate birthweight (20).This may be because of a mismatch
experienced between the adaptation of the growing fetus to the exposed
environment in utero compared to the environment expected after birth (21). In
utero, the fetus was programmed to expect famine (low nutrient intake) and
therefore was programmed to store nutrients, but post-birth if exposed to an
environment with greater availability of nutrients, rapid catch-up growth and fat
storage occurs, which increases the risk for later life obesity (21). On the
opposite end, research has also shown that over-nutrition experienced in utero
4

increases the risk for macrosomia (birthweight >4000g) and this is also positively
correlated with childhood and adult obesity (18-20).
Overall, the results of large cohort studies suggest that birthweight on
either end of the spectrum (low birth weight and macrosomia) increases the risk
for later life obesity (18-20). Therefore, there is evidence to show that
environmental exposures during pregnancy may increase the risk for later life
chronic disease development, including obesity.
1.4 Prevalence of Obesity
The prevalence of obesity continues to increase, with recent statistics
suggesting that over 5 million Canadian adults have a body mass index (BMI)
≥30 kg/m2 and one in four adults have a BMI ≥25 kg/m2 (22, 23). If current status
quo healthcare practices remain, it is projected that obesity rates will continue to
increase for Canadian adults for at least the next two decades (23). In addition to
adults, the prevalence of childhood obesity in Canada has doubled over the last
four decades, with recent statistics suggesting that one in seven children and
youth (<18 years) has a BMI ≥30 kg/m2 (24). Projected trends for childhood
obesity suggest that the prevalence will remain as it has been over the last ten
years, especially if no changes are made on how the Canadian healthcare
system manages and prevents childhood obesity (24).
The operational definition of obesity for adults is having a BMI ≥30 kg/m2
taking into account the ratio between height and weight (25-29). The medical
definition of obesity as a disease goes beyond just BMI. In 2015 the Canadian
5

Medical Association officially recognized obesity as a disease defined as a
condition characterized by abnormal or excess fat accumulation (26). Body mass
index remains the most common way to measure obesity, and although it has
been criticized for not being the best source of measurement in all populations
(e.g. athletes), it remains effective and accurate in the general population (25, 27,
29). By defining obesity as a disease specifically characterized by excess body
fat, it means that individuals with Class I obesity (30.0 – 34.9 kg/m2; low-risk
obesity) do not have a severe level of obesity but are at risk of developing Class
II (35.0 - 39.9 kg/m2, moderate-risk obesity) or Class III (≥40.0 kg/m2, high-risk
obesity) (30). Class I obesity may not require medical intervention and can
potentially be managed and prevented with lifestyle behavior change, including
nutrition and exercise (30). Classes II and III obesity may require further medical
intervention, such as medication or surgery (30). Overall, obesity was recognized
as a disease because of its progressive nature, symptomology which is similar to
that of other diseases (e.g. increased risk of insulin resistance) and its
association to significantly increasing the risk for other chronic conditions (31).
In a recent report card released by Obesity Canada, it was highlighted that
across Canada not a single province or territory has effectively implemented
strategies to reduce the prevalence of obesity (32). As a result, it is estimated
that the annual healthcare cost associated with obesity in Canada is $5 billion
(32). Based on the increasing trends of obesity for all population groups in
Canada, it is important to develop both preventative and treatment strategies.
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As the prevalence of obesity increases, more women of child bearing age
are entering pregnancy with an elevated BMI and this can increase the risk for a
number of pregnancy complications. Specifically, 24% and 21% of women 20 to
44 years of age have a BMI ≥25.0-29.9 kg/m2 and ≥30.0 kg/m2, respectively (5).
1.5 Obesity and pregnancy complications
Obesity is a risk factor for infertility (33). Increased body fat can
dysregulate menstrual cycles and as a result conception may be difficult (33). As
well, an elevated BMI significantly increases the risk for polycystic ovarian
syndrome which has a negative effect on fertility (34). Statistics from in vitro
fertilization clinics have shown that the majority of the women who need assisted
reproductive technology have a BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2 (35) and as fat percentage
increases the success rate of assisted reproductive technology decreases (36). It
has been recommended by healthcare providers that women with obesity
seeking pre-conception counselling should also be offered weight loss support
(4, 37).
For those women with an elevated pre-pregnancy BMI that do conceive,
there are a number of pregnancy complications that can impact both the mother
and growing fetus including gestational diabetes (38-40), gestational
hypertension and preeclampsia (41), preterm delivery (37, 42), macrosomia (37,
43) and caesarean sections (44). These conditions may increase the risk for later
life chronic conditions, including type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease, for
both mother and offspring (38, 45). Two conditions that will be discussed in
7

further detail are gestational diabetes and hypertension as they are positively
correlated with two highly prevalent chronic conditions in Canada, type 2
diabetes and cardiovascular disease (46, 47).
Gestational diabetes is the onset of diabetes that is first diagnosed during
pregnancy (48). During pregnancy women experience a natural increase in
insulin resistance in order to allow for increased concentrations of blood glucose
for fetal growth and development (48-50). If elevated blood glucose
concentrations continue to progress beyond normal values during pregnancy,
women may develop gestational diabetes (49). To manage gestational diabetes,
women are given a specific nutrition plan to follow that focuses on a low glycemic
index, and if this fails they will be prescribed insulin (51). Developing gestational
diabetes may increase the risk for type 2 diabetes later in life (38).
Women with an elevated BMI are at greater risk of entering pregnancy
with increased insulin resistance and therefore may be more likely to develop
gestational diabetes (52). Babies born to women who developed gestational
diabetes are also at greater risk for early onset of type 2 diabetes (39, 53). One
longitudinal study assessed the effects of maternal obesity and maternal obesity
in combination with gestational diabetes on the incidence of type 2 diabetes in
the offspring (54). Results showed that gestational diabetes was a predictor for
insulin resistance in the offspring up to eleven years of age, suggesting a greater
risk of developing early type 2 diabetes (54).
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In addition to a natural increase in insulin resistance, pregnant women
experience an increase in cardiac output, including higher blood and stroke
volume and heart rate (55, 56). An increase in plasma volume and stroke volume
in combination with a decrease in peripheral vascular resistance allows women
to maintain blood pressure at normal or lower values, however if women do
develop high blood pressure (≥140/90 mmhg) after 20 weeks of pregnancy they
are diagnosed with gestational hypertension (56). If high blood pressure persists
for a long period of time, the condition may progress to preeclampsia (onset of
hypertension and proteinuria during the second half of pregnancy) and eclampsia
(onset of seizures during pregnancy with a diagnosis of pre-eclampsia) (57-61).
Women with an elevated BMI are at greater risk of entering pregnancy
with high blood pressure and are vulnerable for developing gestational
hypertension and preeclampsia (10, 62). A population-based cohort study
including over 6000 pregnant women, found that women with obesity had greater
odds of developing preeclampsia (Odds Ratio [OR] 3.61, 95% Confidence
Intervals [CI] 2.04, 6.39) and gestational hypertension (OR 6.31, 95% CI 4.30,
9.26) than women with a normal weight BMI (41). Women who experience
preeclampsia are at a 2.16 times greater risk of experiencing heart disease later
in life (63).
A modifiable risk factor that can prevent pregnancy complications,
including gestational hypertension and diabetes, is the prevention of EGWG (14).
Regardless of pre-pregnancy BMI, gaining appropriately during pregnancy can
reduce the risk of pregnancy complications (2, 40). Previous studies have shown
9

that a lifestyle intervention, including nutrition and exercise, may prevent EGWG
for all women (14, 64, 65).
1.6 Prevention of excessive gestational weight gain
Excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) is known as a modifiable risk
factor (14, 64, 65). Results from systematic reviews and meta-analyses have
mostly shown that a lifestyle intervention (nutrition and exercise) can promote
appropriate gestational weight gain (66, 67).
Streuling et al. (2011) conducted a meta-analysis that included twelve
exercise interventions delivered during pregnancy to prevent EGWG (68).
Results suggested that exercise may have a positive effect on reducing total
gestational weight gain, as seven included studies showed significance favoring
the intervention group compared to a standard care control group (68). However,
the remaining five studies favored the control group suggesting no effect of an
exercise intervention for prevention of EGWG (68). As a result, the authors
concluded further research is required to determine the effects of prenatal
exercise and prevention of EGWG (68). Oteng-Nitim et al. (2012) assessed the
effects of nutrition and/or exercise interventions during pregnancy on gestational
weight gain (69). Similar to results shared by Streuling et al. (2011) (68), the
more recent review showed a small reduction in gestational weight gain with a
lifestyle intervention (-2.86 kg to -1.59 kg), however authors reported that all
included studies were of low to medium quality and therefore the results should
be interpreted with caution (69). More recently a study combined individual
10

patient data from various randomized controlled trials that offered exercise
interventions during pregnancy and reported a slight statistically significant
decrease in gestational weight gain among women randomized to the exercise
condition versus a standard care control group (an average decrease of 0.70 kg)
(70). The authors discussed that 0.70 kg as an average difference is not clinically
significant, however a limitation of the study was the high levels of heterogeneity
among interventions and the fact that some included trials did not actually
provide independent patient data (70). When the included interventions were
evaluated independently, there was evidence to show that nutrition and exercise
interventions have a clinically meaningful impact on total gestational weight gain
and increased the likelihood of women meeting the Institute of Medicine (2009)
weight gain recommendations (70). Finally, a recent meta-analysis assessing
physical activity interventions reported that exercise during pregnancy reduced
the odds of EGWG by approximately 32% (67).
A few meta-analyses have also compared the effects of a nutrition only,
exercise only or both nutrition and exercise interventions offered during
pregnancy and the effect on gestational weight gain. Thangarintrim et al. (2012)
assessed 88 randomized controlled trials and observational studies that included
a nutrition and/or exercise intervention for pregnant women to reduce total
gestational weight gain (71). Results showed that dietary interventions may be
the most effective in reducing gestational weight gain (on average 3.48 kg
reduction) followed by a combination of both nutrition and exercise (on average
1.42 kg reduction) (71). Another meta-analysis that also assessed the impact of
11

exercise only, nutrition only or both on multiple pregnancy outcomes, reported
that all three approaches significantly reduced gestational weight gain in
comparison to standard care control groups and one approach does not appear
to be more superior than the other (72). Authors reported that a lifestyle
intervention reduces the risk of EGWG by 20% in comparison to a standard care
control group (72). A more recent meta-analysis comparing the effects of nutrition
only, exercise only and both nutrition and exercise interventions on gestational
weight gain for women with an overweight BMI reported that nutrition
interventions hold the most promise in this population group, however similar to
previous results, any lifestyle intervention compared to standard care only was
effective in preventing EGWG (73). There are unique benefits for both a healthy
diet and exercise during pregnancy. A balanced diet during pregnancy provides
many health benefits for both mom and baby including improved digestion and
availability of blood glucose which is required for fetal growth and development
(70, 71). Prenatal exercise also has many unique benefits including improved
cardiovascular fitness, blood flow, and protection against the loss of muscle
mass which has an effect on increasing insulin resistance and consequently
gestational diabetes risk (13, 14). Taken together, both a nutrition and exercise
lifestyle intervention would be optimal for maternal and fetal health, but perhaps it
is more challenging to address two behaviors at the same time compared to just
one.

12

1.7 Multiple Health Behavior Change Research
Multiple Health Behavior Change (MHBC) is a research area that has
garnered more attention over the years. Research has shown that for most
chronic diseases (e.g. obesity, cardiovascular disease, cancer) more than one
health behavior change would be required for the most optimal results for
prevention, management or treatment (74). For example, a systematic review
found that research on prevention/treatment of lung cancer often focuses on
preventing smoking, however individuals who smoke are more likely to also
engage in other modifiable health behaviors that can increase cancer risk such
as physical inactivity and an unhealthy diet (75). The review concluded that the
most effective interventions for the prevention of cancer focus on more than one
health behavior change (75). Another review discussed the importance of MHBC
interventions to prevent and treat obesity (76). Authors reported that ‘obesogenic
behaviors’ are multi-faceted (e.g. increased sedentary behavior is also related to
not meeting physical activity guidelines or a poor diet may also be linked to poor
sleeping habits) and therefore the most optimal results for obesity prevention and
treatment, are interventions that target more than just one health behavior (76).
Changing just one lifestyle behavior is challenging. For example in
Canada approximately 15% of the general population ‘successfully’ achieves 150
minutes of moderate intensity physical activity every week, and interestingly only
10% indicate being aware of this guideline (77). Similarly, less than 15% of North
American pregnant women report meeting physical activity guidelines during
pregnancy and this number significantly decreases as pregnancy progresses
13

(78). Additionally, most Canadians did not meet the guidelines for the previous
Canadian Food Guide with only 26% of the population meeting the minimum
requirement for each food group (79). One study reported that most Canadian
pregnant women report having an “unhealthy diet” compared to a “healthy diet”
during pregnancy (80). These low statistics are evidence that Canadians,
including pregnant women, find it challenging to meet physical activity and
nutrition recommendations individually. It may be challenging to adhere to two
behavior changes (nutrition and exercise) simultaneously.
1.8 Definition of adherence
Adherence is defined as the degree to which an individual follows
recommendations given by a healthcare provider (81). According to this
definition, adherence is a continuous variable and can be graded on a spectrum
(0% to 100%) (81). Majority of literature surrounding adherence has focused on
medication intake and overall, there is consensus that greater adherence to
prescriptions will increase the likelihood of improving health outcomes (81).
The concept of adherence can also be translated to lifestyle behavior
change. Vitolins et al. (2000) suggested that lifestyle interventions reporting low
levels of adherence showed null effects because the intervention and control
group were actually performing similarly (81). If participants are not engaging in
the lifestyle behaviors being prescribed within an intervention, then results will
not correctly reflect the effectiveness of the intervention on the health outcome
being studied. Currently, it is not mandatory for authors to measure and report
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adherence to nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy. Additionally,
there is no gold standard measurement tool to measure and report adherence to
nutrition and exercise behaviors and as a result most investigators will use
adherence measurement methods that best fit their study design (81). For
example, with exercise interventions, the most commonly used adherence
measurement tools include home exercise logs, attendance to classes, and the
use of a pedometer or accelerometer (81). For nutrition interventions, the most
commonly used adherence measurement tools include food intake records and
questionnaires to summarize previous dietary habits (81). Vitolins et al. (2000)
suggested that regardless of the tool being used to measure adherence, all
lifestyle interventions should have clear goals for participants to meet and
therefore the selected measurement tool should measure whether the
participants are achieving the goals or not (81).
1.9 Lifestyle interventions during pregnancy and adherence
Adherence to nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy have
varied. A common theme observed is that when authors do not achieve their
primary health outcome or do not show that the intervention was more favorable
than a standard care control group, low adherence was reported as a study
limitation (82-85). For example, a dietary counselling intervention designed to
prevent EGWG found no difference between the intervention and control group,
however authors reported that there were significantly low levels of attendance to
the counselling sessions (82). If the key difference between the intervention and
control group was receiving counselling sessions, then low levels of attendance
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may explain why the intervention group performed similarly to a control group.
Another example is a nutrition and exercise program that included weekly group
fitness classes and nutrition information for a healthy diet during pregnancy (85).
Results showed no difference between the intervention and control group for total
gestational weight gain, however authors reported less than 20% attendance to
group fitness classes and they did not measure adherence to nutrition (85).
On the opposite end, studies that do ‘successfully’ meet their health
outcome report adherence as a strength of their intervention (86-88). For
example, Barakat et al., (2016) reported 80% adherence to a supervised
exercise intervention and results showed that the exercise group had a lower
prevalence of macrosomia (86). A recent meta-analysis assessed the difference
between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ exercise interventions during pregnancy
to prevent EGWG and authors reported that adherence was higher among
‘successful’ studies (89). Adherence may be related to specific characteristics
that make lifestyle interventions more ‘successful’ than others during pregnancy.
Abraham and Michie (2008) proposed a taxonomy of behavior change
techniques that are used in nutrition and exercise interventions for the general
population (90). Currie et al. (2013) applied these taxonomies specifically for
lifestyle interventions during pregnancy (91). The authors wanted to determine
which behavior change techniques were used in studies that ‘successfully’
increased physical activity levels among pregnant women (91). Fourteen studies
were included in the review and overall, interventions that ‘successfully’
increased physical activity levels among pregnant women included goal setting,
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feedback and repetition of behaviors (91). Additionally authors reported that a
common characteristic among all ‘successful’ studies was having face to face
meetings with participants and this was suggested to be an effective technique
for increasing adherence to the intervention (91). Similar findings were reported
by Walker et al., (2018) in their systematic review that assessed different
characteristics between lifestyle interventions that ‘successfully’ prevented
EGWG to those that did not (92). Eighty-nine RCTs were included in this review
and the authors reported that between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies a
key difference was the inclusion of more face to face visits within ‘successful’
studies (92). Face to face appears to be an effective approach to delivering a
lifestyle intervention during pregnancy suggesting that in person meetings may
increase accountability and motivation to meet the goals of the program (91, 92).
Increasing accountability to the intervention may have a positive effect on
adherence.
Additionally, theory-driven research is recommended when designing
behavior change programs that include nutrition and exercise (93). Common
theories used within pregnant and non-pregnant research related to improving
lifestyle behaviors is the self-determination theory, theory of planned behavior,
protection motivation theory and the theory of self-control and self-regulation (9395). A recommended theory for multiple behavior change programs is the theory
of self-control and self-regulation (93, 96) which states that everyone has a
certain level of self-control resources, and if that supply becomes depleted there
will be a negative effect on subsequent health behaviors (94). Self-control
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resources are described as the ability to manage thoughts and emotions that
would affect behaviors and decisions (94). Self-control includes the ability to
manage and refrain from giving into immediate needs or desires (94). The ability
to exert control requires self-regulation (reduce the frequency of impulses) and
previous authors have suggested that successful self-regulation will result in
goal-directed behavior (96).
A recent study evaluated multiple behavior change theories among
pregnant women to determine which theory may predict an increase in physical
activity (95). Participants completed an initial survey before starting a weekly
exercise program during pregnancy (95). This questionnaire included information
about intrinsic motivation to exercise stemming from the self-determination
theory, constructs from the theory of planned behavior change and information
about perception of self-control using the self-control theory (95). Results showed
that all three behavior change theories had a positive correlation with exercise
and specifically perceived self-control was the strongest predictor for motivation
to be physically active (95). The ability to self-regulate successfully may be
related to self-efficacy, because if women do not feel as though they can engage
in lifestyle behaviors this may significantly affect their motivation to try and meet
nutrition and/or physical activity goals and consequently adherence may be low.
Perhaps multiple behavior changes are challenging because asking to change
more than one factor at the same time has a negative effect on self-control
resources.
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1.10 Strategy to protect/promote self-control and self-regulatory resources
A strategy that has been proposed to protect self-control resources when
trying to address more than one lifestyle behavior may be the sequential
introduction of multiple behaviors instead of introducing behaviors simultaneously
(96). Introducing one behavior (exercise first or nutrition first) followed by the
second may allow time to master one set of goals before adding the second and
therefore self-control resources will be protected (96). One behavior change may
act as a gateway to a second set of behavior change goals.
Limited research among non-pregnant adults has suggested that exercise
can act as a gateway to nutrition (97, 98). One study found that non-pregnant
women who reported being in later stages of physical activity behavior change
also had an increase in fruit and vegetable intake (99). Similarly, another study
among non-pregnant women found that women who expressed feeling confident
in their physical activity behaviors also had higher levels of motivation to pursue
a healthy diet (100). This may mean when individuals master one behavior
(exercise) they may experience a greater sense of self-control. This may then act
as a motivator to pursue an additional health behavior, such as improving
nutrition.
To date the sequential versus simultaneous introduction of nutrition and
exercise behaviors have not been assessed in the pregnant population.
Additionally, research in non-pregnant populations has only considered
adherence as retention to the strategy and overall there has not been a
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difference in drop-out rate if multiple lifestyle behaviors were introduced
simultaneously or sequentially and both approaches have had positive health
outcomes (97, 98). This suggests that some behavior change is superior to no
behavior change and perhaps a more comprehensive approach to measuring
adherence, such as measuring adherence to the goals of the intervention, is
required. Perhaps both the sequential and simultaneous approach are beneficial
in improving health outcomes but adherence may be the differentiating factor, as
one approach may result in higher adherence to the goals of the intervention
than the other and this will increase the likelihood of achieving positive health
outcomes.
1.11 What is “high” adherence?
Currently there is no value that is considered “high” adherence to nutrition
and/or exercise interventions during pregnancy. Among studies that have
reported adherence as a limitation there has not been a consensus of a value
that depicts adherence as “low”. For example low adherence has been reported
as ≤ 45% (85, 101-103) and ≥ 60% (104, 105). Interestingly, there are also
studies that have reported adherence as a strength but values were as low as
55% (106-108) suggesting that the participants only adhered to about half of the
intervention. Therefore there appears to be no consensus on the values placed
on adherence that would indicate adherence as a strength or limitation of a
study.
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A systematic review that assessed the difference between ‘successful’
and ‘unsuccessful’ studies for preventing EGWG reported most studies that
achieved statistical significance favoring the intervention group had at least 70%
adherence (89). Similarly, a study that scored women on meeting the goals of a
nutrition and exercise program found that women who were >68% adherent to
the intervention were more likely to prevent EGWG (109). It may appear that by
observation of existing literature, 70% adherence is a goal for interventions to
prevent EGWG, however this has not been statistically confirmed. Furthermore,
previous literature has suggested that women who have a pre-pregnancy BMI
≥25 kg/m2 are less likely to prevent EGWG despite being on a lifestyle program,
in comparison to women with a normal weight BMI (68). Low adherence has
been suggested as the reason for the lack of ‘success’ among this population
group (68).
1.12 Factors that may influence EGWG among women with a BMI ≥25.0
kg/m2
Pregnancy has been described as a “teachable moment” to promote
lifestyle behavior change (65). This is because women may be more motivated to
lead a healthy lifestyle as they are now concerned for the well-being of the
growing fetus (14, 65). Research has shown that women report being aware that
improving nutrition intake and engaging in physical activity during pregnancy will
improve health outcomes (110, 111). Although there is research to support the
effectiveness of nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy, the
efficacy of lifestyle behavior change remains unclear as some studies do not
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succeed in preventing EGWG. Specifically, interventions for women with a prepregnancy BMI ≥25 kg/m2 seem to have less success in preventing EGWG than
among normal weight women (68, 112). Women with an elevated BMI are at
greater risk of gaining excessively and having a large for gestational age baby
therefore, it is important to determine if adherence remains the key factor in the
success of lifestyle interventions in this group or whether there are other factors
that may require further attention.
A key factor that may be different between women with a normal weight
BMI and women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2 may be previous weight loss attempts.
Women with an elevated BMI are more likely to have engaged in weight loss
programs prior to pregnancy compared to normal weight women (113). Research
in non-pregnant populations has shown that a higher number of weight loss
attempts may predict shorter commitment to future attempts, meaning that as
weight loss attempts increase the motivation to adhere to each future attempt
may continuously decrease (114, 115). The differentiating factor between the
success of a nutrition and exercise intervention between normal weight and
overweight/obese BMI may be the fact that women with an elevated BMI have
been attempting to lose weight prior to pregnancy and this has an effect on
gestational weight gain.
Women with an elevated BMI are more likely to seek pre-conception
counselling than normal weight women and this may include being informed by
healthcare providers to lose weight (115). Weight loss is recommended to
women with a BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2 to increase their chances of conception and also
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to decrease the risk for complications when pregnant (4). Research does support
weight loss as an effective way to improve fertility (115) and weight loss prior to
pregnancy decreases the risk for complications including reduced chances of
developing gestational diabetes and preeclampsia (4). As an effort to improve
pregnancy outcomes, women with an elevated BMI may be trying to lose weight
quickly. One study showed that women who are trying to lose weight specifically
to increase their chances of conceiving will often use unhealthy weight loss
methods (e.g. juice based diets, yo-yo dieting, meal restriction, excessive
exercise) (113). Weight loss immediately before pregnancy and the effect on
gestational weight gain has not been assessed.
It may be possible that weight fluctuations prior to pregnancy lead to
gaining excessively during pregnancy despite participating in a nutrition and
exercise intervention. In addition to adherence, it is important to address and
determine if other factors such as weight fluctuations prior to pregnancy influence
EGWG among women with a BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2.
1.13 Summary
Overall, there is literature to support providing women with a nutrition and
exercise intervention during pregnancy reduces the risk of EGWG and this may
have a positive downstream effect on preventing the future risk of obesity for
both mom and baby. The effectiveness of previous interventions has been
inconsistent as some studies ‘successfully’ achieve their health outcome goals
while others have had a null effect. A common limitation reported among
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‘unsuccessful’ studies is low adherence. Furthermore, adherence to nutrition and
exercise interventions during pregnancy have varied with no adherence goal
value to predict intervention success. The objective of this dissertation was to
execute three independent yet interrelated studies to determine if adherence is a
key factor in determining the success of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy.
Study 1 will determine if adherence is a key factor in determining the
effectiveness of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy, and if so, what value for
adherence would lead to intervention success.
The effectiveness of nutrition and exercise interventions has been
particularly questioned among women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m 2. It must be
acknowledged that previous behaviors including weight loss attempts and weight
fluctuations prior to pregnancy may impact pregnancy outcomes including
EGWG. Therefore, Study 2 will test the effects of pre-pregnancy weight loss on
EGWG and whether or not this may have a greater influence on gestational
weight gain in comparison to program adherence among women with a prepregnancy BMI ≥25 kg/m2.
Finally, if adherence is indeed a key factor in determining the success of a
lifestyle intervention for prevention of EGWG, then effective strategies to improve
program adherence during pregnancy need to be investigated. One such
strategy may be the sequential introduction of nutrition and exercise behaviors in
comparison to introducing both behaviors simultaneously. Referring to the selfcontrol and self-regulatory theories, Study 3 will evaluate adherence to the
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introduction of nutrition and exercise behaviors sequentially compared to
simultaneously.
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Chapter 2
Study 1: Is adherence a key factor in determining the success of a nutrition
and/or exercise intervention during pregnancy? A systematic review.
2.1 Introduction
Many studies have investigated the effects of nutrition and exercise
interventions during pregnancy on a number of different health outcomes.
Overall, results summarized in systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been
mixed, with some studies showing positive results while others have had a null
effect (1-5). Inconsistencies in the literature may be due to the varying levels of
adherence reported in nutrition and/or exercise intervention studies. Adherence
in the domain of health research is defined as the degree to which participants
follow the recommendations given by healthcare providers or investigators (6).
Studies with a null effect on the primary pregnancy health outcome often
report low adherence or suggest a limitation of the study was low adherence to
the program (4, 7). For instance, McDonald et al., (2016) conducted a systematic
review with a meta-analysis to determine characteristics between studies that
were ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ in attenuating excessive gestational weight
gain (7). Authors reported that a key difference was that adherence was higher in
‘successful’ studies than ‘unsuccessful’ studies (7). In a more recent
observational study where adherence was the primary variable of interest,
authors assessed the effect of high versus low adherence on the prevention of
excessive gestational weight gain (8). It was found that women who met
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gestational weight gain recommendations had higher adherence to the goals of
the nutrition and exercise program than women who gained excessively (8).
Taken together, there is evidence to suggest that adherence may be a key factor
in the success of a lifestyle intervention with respect to gestational weight gain.
Although previous meta-analyses have indicated that adherence may contribute
to positive health outcomes (3, 4, 9), no systematic review to date has examined
the influence of lifestyle interventions during pregnancy for health outcomes and
none with adherence as the primary outcome of interest of the review.
Additionally, adherence has not been statistically compared between ‘successful’
and ‘unsuccessful’ interventions to determine if there is a significant difference.
Furthermore, before conclusions can be drawn regarding adherence as a
salient factor in determining the success of lifestyle interventions during
pregnancy, a careful examination of key moderators that would influence
adherence seems warranted. The method of intervention delivery, for instance,
was examined for interventions for pregnant women and results showed that
many ‘successful’ studies have face to face meetings with participants
throughout the intervention to improve outcomes (10). Face to face meetings
may increase accountability and therefore adherence to the intervention (10).
Abraham and Michie (2008) suggested a taxonomy of behavior change
techniques that are used in lifestyle-based interventions for all populations (11).
The authors determined which technique is often used in lifestyle-based studies
that have reported improving exercise and nutrition habits (12). A metaregression of lifestyle-based interventions in non-pregnant populations showed
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that studies including self-monitoring of nutrition and/or exercise behaviors were
more likely to be ‘successful’ (12). Another behavior change approach that has
been studied in non-pregnant population groups is the delivery of simultaneous
multiple behaviors versus sequential single behavior changes (13). The results
showed no difference when using either the simultaneous or sequential
approach, however it was suggested that interventions that attempt to address
multiple behavior changes at once may be more challenging resulting in lower
adherence (13). Through extension, it may be possible that studies that provide
only a nutrition or exercise intervention versus both, may have higher adherence.
Finally, the length of the intervention may also influence adherence. Studies that
have assessed physical activity levels throughout pregnancy have shown that
participation in exercise decreases in the third trimester (14, 15). This may mean
that studies that are longer and span across the entire pregnancy may have
lower program adherence than studies that are shorter in length.
With the above issues in mind, the primary purpose of the current study
was to determine if adherence statistically differs between studies that showed
statistically significant health outcome effects favoring nutrition and/or exercise
interventions during pregnancy to those studies that reported null effects. To do
this, a systematic review of lifestyle interventions (nutrition and/or exercise)
during pregnancy that reported on any health outcome and provided program
adherence information was conducted. Potential adherence moderators were
also compared between studies that met or failed to meet their health outcomes.
These moderators included: method of intervention delivery (i.e., face-to-face);
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behavior change technique used (i.e., self-monitoring); number of behavior
changes expected (i.e., multiple vs single); and length of the intervention (i.e.,
number of weeks). It was hypothesized that studies that met their health outcome
(statistically favored the intervention) during pregnancy would have higher
adherence than studies that did not meet their health outcome (statistically did
not favor the intervention). It also was hypothesized that studies with higher
adherence will likely have used behavior change techniques that improved
adherence to the program including face-to-face delivery of the intervention, selfmonitoring tools, one behavior change instead of two, and a shorter overall
duration of the program compared to studies that had lower adherence.
2.2 Methods
Search Strategy and Study Selection
The present study was performed according to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) and was registered
a-priori on PROSPERO [CRD42017072716; Appendix A] (16). An electronic
search of nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy that included
information on program adherence up until August 2018 was conducted in the
following databases: MEDLINE, EMBASE, Web of Science, Scopus, Trials, and
SportDiscus. The participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes and study
design (PICOS) framework was used to determine the search strategy and guide
the current review (17). The population of interest was pregnant women, the
intervention was any lifestyle program (nutrition and/or exercise) assessing the
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impact on a health outcome, the comparator was no lifestyle intervention and the
outcome was adherence to the intervention. A search strategy was developed
focused on four main groups of terms: “pregnancy”, “nutrition” and/or “exercise”,
and “adherence” (see search strategy in Appendix B).
We included studies that reported adherence to a nutrition and/or exercise
intervention during pregnancy. Studies were included if they were written in
English, published in peer-reviewed journals, included pregnant women without
any contraindication for participating in exercise during pregnancy (18), provided
a nutrition and/or exercise intervention during pregnancy, and the primary
outcome of the included study was not measuring nutrition and/or exercise
behavior change specifically (i.e. studies that had a primary outcome as
measuring activity levels or nutrition content were not accepted). Additionally,
studies had to report a quantitative value for adherence to the lifestyle
intervention with no restriction on how adherence was measured. Both
randomized controlled trials (RCT) and observational studies (OBS) were
included. Any sample size and duration of intervention were accepted. Preclinical studies, protocols, systematic reviews and meta-analyses, case studies,
letters, commentaries, editorials, other literature (i.e. magazines or newspaper
articles) and conference proceedings were excluded (referred to as “Studies Not
of Interest”).
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Data Extraction
Stage 1 screening of titles and abstracts was completed by two
independent reviewers. Stage 2 screening involved the full text review of all
articles accepted from Stage 1; each article was independently reviewed by two
authors. Four reviewers independently extracted data from included studies. TSN
was the consistent reviewer across all studies. At any stage, if there was a
discrepancy between reviewers, a third reviewer provided the final decision.
Corresponding authors of studies were contacted if further information was
required beyond what was available in the published article.
Using a standardized data extraction sheet on Excel™, the following data
were extracted: 1. Study Information (Type of study, location of study, sample
size, study duration, method of delivery); 2. Population Characteristics (Maternal
age, gestational age at the start and end of the intervention, pre-pregnancy BMI);
3. Adherence (adherence value, measurement tool used); 4. Health Outcome (as
defined by authors). Means and standard deviations were extracted for all
applicable data.
Additionally, four potential study moderators that may influence adherence
were identified and the following data were extracted: Method of intervention
delivery (including face-to-face visits, online, telephone calls, informational
resources such as pamphlets, text messages), self-monitoring tools used (if any),
classifying interventions as nutrition only (N Only), exercise only (E Only) or both
nutrition and exercise (N+E), and gestational age when the program started and
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ended to calculate total number of weeks for each intervention during pregnancy
only.
Data Analysis
Studies were classified as ‘successful’ or ‘unsuccessful’ based on
statistical significance favoring the intervention. ‘Successful’ studies showed a
statistically significant difference between the intervention and control group
favoring the intervention (RCTs) or a positive change pre- and post-assessment
(OBS) for the health outcome being evaluated. ‘Unsuccessful’ studies showed no
difference between the intervention and control group or favored the control
group (RCTs) and no change observed pre- and post-assessments or a negative
change (OBS) for the health outcome being evaluated. Therefore, classifications
of studies as ‘successful’ or ‘unsuccessful’ was determined by the results
presented in each individual study. Adherence values reported in each study
were then averaged to provide mean adherence for both ‘successful’ and
‘unsuccessful’ studies. A Student’s T-Test was performed to compare adherence
between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies. The moderators used in
‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies were described and compared using a
Chi-Square analysis and Student’s T-Test, with significance accepted at p<0.05
(SPSS Version 23). Reported effect sizes followed Cohen’s (1988, 1992) criteria
(Cohen’s d for Student’s T-test: small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, large = 0.80,
Cramer’s V for Chi Square Analysis: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50).
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2.3 Results
We identified 45 studies from fourteen countries for inclusion. A PRISMA
diagram of the search results and screening process are shown in Figure 2.1. Of
the 45 studies, 38 were RCTs (19-56) and seven were OBS (57-63). Most
studies used one to two methods of tracking adherence to the intervention
including attendance, submitting nutrition and exercise logs, responses on
questionnaires, number of times online resources were accessed, completion of
program and adherence measurement tools designed specifically for that study.
Study characteristics are reported in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 PRISMA flow diagram for study selection. Studies classified as “Not
of Interest” included pre-clinical studies, systematic reviews and meta-analyses,
case studies, letters, commentaries, editorials, and conference proceedings.
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Table 2.1 Study characteristics.

Study
Study
Althuizen et al.,

Design
RCT

2012

Sample

Age

Size

(yrs±sd, or

Age

BMI

Outcome and

(n)

range)

(wks)

(kg/m2±sd)

Results

Intervention
I: Counselling

Gestational

Primary

I: 106

I: 29.2±3.8

Entry: 15

I: 24.0±4.2

C: 113

C: 30.4±4.0

End: 36

C: 23.5±3.8

sessions about
N+E

(Netherlands)

weight gain,

Total GWG,
prevention of
EGWG and

physical activity,

PPWR –

and a healthy diet

Intervention did

during pregnancy

not have a
statistically

C: Standard care

significant effect
on primary
outcomes

Barakat et al., 2012

RCT

(Spain)

E Only

I: Aerobic group

I: 40

I: 31.4±3.2

Entry: 6-9

I: 22.7±2.8

C: 43

C: 31.7±4.5

End: 38-39

C: 23.0±2.9

– Intervention

fitness classes
three times per

Glucose tolerance

group had a

week, two out of

significantly

three classes were

greater

aquatic sessions

improvement in
glucose tolerance

C: Standard care

levels compared
to the control
group

Barakat et al., 2012

RCT

(Spain)

E Only

I: Group resistance

I: 138

I: 31.4±3.2

Entry: 6-9

I: 24.0±4.3

C: 152

C: 31.7±4.5

End: 38-39

C: 23.6±4

– Prevalence of

exercise training
session for 40-45

Method of delivery

caesarean
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minutes three days

sections was

per week

significantly less in
the intervention

C: Standard care

group compared
to the control
group

Barakat et al., 2016

RCT

I: Aerobic and

E Only

strength

(Spain)

conditioning group

I: 382

I: 31.6±4.2

Entry: 9-11

I: 23.6±3.8

C: 383

C: 31.8±4.5

End: 38-39

C: 23.4±4.2

Incidence of
gestational
hypertension –

fitness classes

Significantly fewer

including dance

women in the

and light

intervention group

resistance training

developed

three times per

gestational

week

hypertension
compared to the

C: Standard care

Bo et al., 2011

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Two group

control group
I: 52

I: 31.2±3.7

Entry: 12-24

I: 23.8±3.8

C: 53

C: 30.3±4.4

End: 36-38

C: 23.9±4.7

fitness classes per
week including

Prevalence of
urinary
incontinence – No

pelvic floor muscle

effect was found

training

for the intervention
group and on

C: Standard care

urinary
incontinence
before and after
childbirth
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Bruno et al., 2016

RCT

I: Given individual

I: 69

I: 31.5±5

Entry: 9-12

I: 33.3±6

C: 62

C: 30.8±5.5

End: 36

C: 33.4±5.5

GDM – Fewer

counselling and
(Italy)

pamphlets for a
N+E

Prevalence of

women in the

hypocaloric, low

intervention group

glycemic, and

were diagnosed

saturated fat diet

with GDM

and information on

compared to the

the ACOG physical

control group

activity guidelines
(30 minutes of
moderate activity
at least 3 times per
week)
C: Given standard
lifestyle advice
da Silva et al., 2017

RCT

(Brazil)

E Only

I: Participated in

I: 213

I: 27.2±5.3

Entry: 16-20

I: 25.1±3.9

C: 426

C: 27.1±5.7

End: 32-36

C: 25.2±4.1

individual
supervised

Prevalence of
preterm birth and
preeclampsia –

exercise sessions

There was no

according to the

difference

ACOG Guidelines

between the

three times per

intervention and

week

control group for
the number of

C: Standard care

preterm deliveries
or number of
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women diagnosed
with preeclampsia
Della et al., 2011

OBS

At least four

208

27.3±4.8

Entry: <16

NR

sessions with a
(Brazil)

Those who
End: NR

dietitian which
N Only

Total GWG –

adhered to the

included

recommendations

information about

were more likely

nutrient

to meet the

requirements

Institute of

during pregnancy

Medicine GWG

and individual

recommendations

suggestions based
on total energy
intake, macro and
micro nutrient
requirements,
personal habits,
and food
preference
Dias et al., 2017

RCT

I: Two Pilates

I: 25

I: 29.0±3.9

Entry: 14-16

I: 23.0±2.7

C: 25

C: 29.8±3.0

End: 32-34

C: 23.8±3.2

muscle strength –

classes per week
(Brazil)

including pelvic
E Only

Pelvic floor

No significant

floor muscle

differences were

conditioning

observed between

exercises

the intervention
and control group

C: Walked for ten

for pelvic floor

minutes followed

muscle strength
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by resistance
exercises using an
elastic band and
body weight twice
per week
Eggen et al., 2012

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Group fitness

I: 129

I: 30.6±4.8

Entry: <20

I: 24.9±5.4

C: 128

C: 30.0±4.8

End: 36

C: 23.6±4.2

class once per
week and at home

Prevalence and
severity of lower
back and pelvic

exercise sessions.

girdle pain – The

Sessions included

intervention did

walking or light

not have an effect

jogging, balance

on reducing or

exercises, body

preventing lower

weight resistance

back and pelvic

exercise and pelvic

girdle pain in

floor muscle

comparison to the

conditioning

control group

C: Standard care
Garnes et al., 2016

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Group exercise

I: 46

I: 31.3±3.8

Entry: 12-18

I: 33.9±3.8

C: 45

C: 31.4±4.7

End: 34-37

C: 35.1±4.6

sessions offered
three times per

Total GWG and
prevention of
EGWG – There

week in

was no difference

accordance to the

in total GWG and

ACOG guidelines.

prevalence of

Additionally,

EGWG between

women were

the intervention

encouraged to

and control group

52

exercise at least
once per week at
home including 35
minutes of
endurance training,
15 minutes of
strength exercises
and pelvic floor
conditioning
C: Standard care
Gesell et al., 2015

RCT

(USA)

N+E

I: 90 minute group

I: 68

I: 27.5±5.8

Entry: 10-28

C: 67

C: 25.8±5.9

End: 22-40

NR

prenatal exercise
classes once per

Total GWG and
prevention of
EGWG – More

week

women in the
exercise group

C: Standard care

met the Institute of
Medicine GWG
guidelines than
the control group
but there was no
difference in total
GWG between the
two groups

Haakstad et al.,

RCT

2011 (Norway)

I: Group aerobic

I: 52

I: 31.2±3.7

Entry: 12-24

I: 23.8±3.8

C: 53

C: 30.3±4.4

End: 36-38

C: 23.9±4.7

dance classes two
E Only

times per week for
60 minutes

Total GWG and
prevention of
EGWG – Only
women in the

53

intervention group
C: Standard care

who attended 24
sessions and
exercised at a
moderate intensity
in their second
and third trimester
had lower total
GWG when
compared to the
control group.

Haakstad et al.,

RCT

2016 (Norway)

I: Group fitness

I: 52

I: 31.2±3.7

Entry: 12-24

I: 23.8±3.8

C: 53

C: 30.3±4.4

End: 36-38

C: 23.9±4.7

the ACOG
E Only

Psychological
well-being –

classes following

Women who had

guidelines offered

high adherence to

two times per week

the program saw
an improvement in

C: Standard care

psychological
well-being

Haby et al., 2018

OBS

(Sweden)

N+E

I: Midwives

I: 459

I: 30.9±2.5

C: 895

C: 30.7±5.1

provided at least
two individual

3-20 (I), 5-18

I: 34.7±4

(C)

Total GWG – The
number of visits

C: 33.7±3.2

attended and

counselling

adherence to

sessions to

recommendations

motivate healthy

as reported on

eating and physical

food and activity

activity during

logs correlated

pregnancy. All

with a decrease in
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women had the

GWG suggesting

option to attend

that lifestyle

these sessions

advice may help
control weight

C: Standard care,

gain during

women who chose

pregnancy

not to attend the
additional sessions
Halse et al., 2015

RCT

(Australia)

E Only

I: Three supervised

I: 20

I: 34.0±5

I: 28.8

I: 25.2±6.7

C: 20

C: 32.0±3

C: 34.6

C: 26.4±7.1

at home exercise
sessions on a

Improvement in
overall health and
fitness – Results

cycle ergometer

suggested that the

and two additional

intervention group

sessions at home

improved their

on their own

overall aerobic
fitness whereas

C: Standard care

there was no
change in the
control group

Herring et al., 2016

RCT

I: All participants

I: 33

I: 25.0±5.7

Entry: <20

I: 33.5±5.8

C: 33

C: 25.9±4.9

End: 36

C: 32.3±5.4

had individualized
(USA)

behavior change
E+N

Total GWG and
prevention of
EGWG –

goals for nutrition

Significantly fewer

and physical

women in the

activity and

intervention group

received self-

exceeded GWG

monitoring text

recommendations

messages, bi-
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weekly calls from a

than the control

health coach, and

group

skills training
support on social
media
C: Standard care
Mason et al., 2010

RCT

(England)

E Only

I: Received four

I: 141

I: 28.3

Entry: 20

C: 145

C: 28.2

End: 36

NR

training sessions
for pelvic floor

Prevention of
urinary
incontinence –

exercise and then

There was no

encouraged to

difference

repeat the

between the

exercises twice

intervention and

daily

control group for
episodes of

C: Standard care.

urinary

Some women did

incontinence and

receive instruction

symptoms of

about pelvic floor

incontinence in

exercises through

the postpartum

pamphlets, from an
instructor or an
occasional
reminder from
other sources
McGowan et al.,
2013

RCT

I: Women attended
a dietary education

I: 235

I: 32.0±3.8

Entry: 12.8

I: 26.4±4.4

Total GWG and
prevention of
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EGWG – GWG in

session in group of
(Ireland)

N Only

2-6 following their

C: 285

C: 31.7±4.2

End: 34

C: 26.3±4.2

the intervention

first antenatal visit.

group was

They received

significantly less

information about

than the control

having a healthy

group and women

diet during

in the intervention

pregnancy

group were more

focusing on a low

likely to meet IOM

glycemic index

GWG guidelines

C: Standard care
Moses et al., 2014

RCT

I: Women were

I: 296

I: 29.9±0.3

given information
(Australia)

N Only

by telephone and

Entry: 16.5

I: 24.3±0.3

(I), 16.2 (C)
C: 280

C: 29.9±0.3

Birth weight –
There was

C: 24.7±0.3

statistical

email about low

End: 36.4 (I),

difference

glycemic index

36.3 (C)

observed for birth

alternatives and

weight between

were given

the intervention

personalized

and control group

dietary goals
C: Women were
given standard
information for
healthy eating
during pregnancy
as noted in
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Australia’s Guide
to Healthy Eating
Ney et al., 1982

RCT

I: Pregnant women

I: 11

with GDM and T1D
(USA)

N Only

were provided in

I: 32.2±2.1

Entry: 10-30

(GDM)
C: 9

person counselling

I: 34.5±2.1

Diabetes

(GDM)

management –

26.6±1.4

End: 12

(T1D)

weeks

21.8±0.8

intervention group

postpartum

(T1D)

required lower

sessions at least

Women in the

eight times

amounts of insulin
C: NR

throughout
C: NR

pregnancy to

than the control
group, otherwise

discuss

similar diabetic

personalized goals

control was

for a high carb,

observed in both

high fibre diet low

groups

in fat
C: Provided
general information
about healthy
eating during
pregnancy
Nobles et al., 2015

RCT

I: Offered

I: 143

NR

Entry: 18.2

(USA)

E Only

motivations

NR

Prevalence of
GDM – There was

information and
C: 147

End: 39.2

no difference

specifically for

between the

increasing physical

intervention and

activity during

control group for

pregnancy to meet
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the ACOG

the prevalence of

guidelines

GDM

C: Provided
general information
about being
healthy during
pregnancy without
a specific focus on
physical activity
Nobles et al., 2018

RCT

(USA)

E Only

I: Individually

I: 118

NR

Entry: 11.8

NR

tailored motivation
program to

Total GWG –
There was no

C: 123

End: NR

statistically

encourage

significant

compliance with

difference for

the ACOG

GWG and

guidelines

prevalence of
EGWG between

C: Provided

the intervention

general information

and control group

about being health
during pregnancy
without specific
focus on physical
activity
Nyrnes et al., 2018

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Offered

I: 27

I: 31.1±3

Entry: 11-14

I: 33.4±3.4

C: 27

C: 31.3±4.6

End: NR

C: 34.9±3.9

function – The

supervised
moderate intensity

Newborn cardiac

intervention did
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exercise training

not have a

three times per

31.2±4.1

21±2.3

statistically

week and

(NW)

(NW)

significant effect

encouraged to

on cardiac

exercise at least

function of

once more at

newborns

home
C: Standard care.
A normal weight
only group was
also compared
Olson et al., 2018

RCT

I: Given a weight

I: 1126

I: 18-35

Entry: NR

I: NR

C: 563

C: 18-35

End: NR

C: NR

(USA)

N+E

and physical

Prevention of
EGWG – There

gain tracker, a diet

was no difference

activity goal setting

between the two

and monitoring

groups for the

tool, educational

number of women

resources, a

who exceeded

blogging tool and

weight gain

an appointment

recommendations

reminder
C: Given the same
online resources
as the intervention
group but did not
have access to
information about
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diet and physical
activity and were
not given a weight
gain tracker
Oostdam et al.,

RCT

2012

I: Supervised

I: 40

I: 30.8±5.2

Entry: 15

I: 33±3.7

C: 45

C: 30.1±4.5

End: 39.6 (I)

C: 33.9±5.6

glucose levels –

group fitness
E Only

(Netherlands)

classes including

Fasting blood

aerobic exercise

Results suggested
that the

39.4 (C)

and strength

intervention did

conditioning, two

not have an effect

times per week for

on fasting blood

60 minutes

glucose levels

C: Standard care
Pelaez et al., 2014

RCT

(Spain)

E Only

I: Group fitness

I: 63

I: 29.9±3.3

Entry: 10-14

I: 23.6±4.3

C: 89

C: 29.1±4.5

End: 36-40

C: 22.7±3.8

classes in
accordance to the

Prevention of
urinary
incontinence –

ACOG guidelines,

The intervention

including a

group reported

stretching and

significantly fewer

pelvic floor muscle

incidences of

condition session

urinary

at the end of every

incontinence

class

compared to the
control group

C: Standard care
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Ramirez-Velez et

RCT

al., 2011

I: Supervised

I: 24

19.5±2.3

Entry: 16-20

NR

group fitness
E Only

(Colombia)

classes including

Endotheliumdependent

C: 26

End: 30-34

vasodilatation –

aerobic exercises,

The intervention

strength training

group had

and stretching

significantly

offered three times

greater flow

per week

mediated dilation
in comparison to

C: Standard care

Ramirez-Velez et

RCT

al., 2017

I: Three supervised

the control group
I: 25

I: 19.0±3.0

Entry: 16-20

I: 21.8±2.4

C: 26

C: 20.0±3.0

End: 28-32

C: 23.5±3.1

concentration –

moderate-vigorous
E Only

(Colombia)

group fitness

Maternal lipid

The intervention

classes including

group had

aerobic exercise,

significantly lower

resistance training,

total glycerides

and relaxation

and low-density
lipid concentration

C: Standard care

in comparison to
the control group

Reilly et al., 2002

RCT

I: Participants were

I: 120

I: 17-42

Entry: 20

I:24.9±4.2

C: 110

C: 16-47

End: NR

C: 24.1±4.3

instructed to
(England)

E Only

perform pelvic floor

Postpartum stress
urinary
incontinence –

muscle

Participants who

conditioning

performed the

exercises twice

exercises for 28

daily with specific

days or more were
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goals for

less likely to have

repetitions, time

stress urinary

and contractions

incontinence
postpartum in

C: General advice

comparison to the

to perform pelvic

control group

floor muscle
conditioning
exercises
Robertson et al.,

OBS

2018
N Only
(Australia)

All participants had

174

29.1±4.8

5-34

40.6±4.3

Total GWG –

a one-hour

Individual nutrition

consultation with a

counselling was

dietitian focusing

an effective

on nutrition

method for

requirements

controlling GWG

during pregnancy
based on the
Australian Guide to
Healthy Eating.
Participants were
given a nutrition
handout and were
encouraged to
return every 4-6
weeks for follow up
Sagedal et al.,

RCT

2017

I: Participants were

I: 203

I: 28.0±4.0

C: 188

I: 28.5±4.2

given individual
N+E

dietary counselling

Entry: 15.4

I: 23.6±4.0

(I), 15.7 (C)

PPWR – There
was no difference

C: 23.4±3.3

between the

63

(Norway)

sessions over the

intervention and

phone. Two group

control group for

fitness classes

PPWR 12 months

were available

after delivery.

every week for 60

Those with higher

minutes

compliance
reported lower

C: Standard care

Senevirante et al.,

RCT

2015

I: Structured home

levels of PPWR
I: 37

18-40

Entry: 20

NR

exercise at a
E Only

(Australia)

moderate intensity

Birth weight –
There was no

C: 37

End: 35

difference in birth

on stationary

weight between

bicycles three to

the intervention

five times per week

and control group

for 15-30 minutes.
Participants were
also given a heart
rate monitor
C: Participants
were not given an
exercise program
or heart rate
monitors
Shirazian et al.,

OBS

2009

I: 21

I: 29.0±5.0

C: 20

C: 24.3±5.6

received written
N+E

(USA)

I: Participants

information about
nutrition and

Entry:

I: 36.2±5.2

Trimester 1

participants in the
C: 34.2±5.3

End: NR

Total GWG – The

intervention group
gained
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exercise, a food

significantly less

diary, and a

weight than the

pedometer.

control group

Participants
attended six
education sessions
and had one
follow-up phone
call
C: Matched control
group that did not
receive the
intervention
Shirazian et al.,

OBS

2016

I: 60

I: 28.1±5.4

C: 60

C: 26.8±5.8

received written
N+E

(USA)

I: Participants

information about
nutrition and

Entry:

I: 36.2±4.6

Trimester 1

There was no
C: 35.9±5.1

End: NR

Total GWG –

significant
difference in

exercise, a food

gestational weight

diary, and a

gain between the

pedometer.

intervention and

Participants

control group

attended six
education sessions
and had one
follow-up phone
call
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C: Matched control
group that did not
receive the
intervention
Stafne et al., 2012

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Group fitness

I: 396

I: 30.5±4.4

Entry: 18-22

I: 24.7±3

C: 365

C: 30.4±4.3

End: 32-36

C: 25±3.4

incontinence –

class including
aerobic, pelvic

Urinary and anal

Fewer women in

floor and strength

the intervention

exercises offered

group reported

once per week for

weekly incidences

60 minutes

of urinary
incontinence and

C: Standard care

faecal
incontinence

Stafne et al., 2012

RCT

(Norway)

E Only

I: Group fitness

I: 379

I: 30.5±4.4

Entry: 18-22

I: 24.7±3

C: 327

C: 30.4±4.3

End: 32-36

C: 25±3.4

resistance – There

class offered once
per week including

GDM and insulin

was no significant

moderate aerobic

difference

exercises, strength

between the

training and

intervention and

stretching.

control group for

Additionally,

insulin resistance

women were

and prevalence of

encouraged to

GDM

exercise at least
once per week at
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home for 45
minutes
C: Women
received written
information about
pelvic floor muscle
exercises, diet and
pregnancy related
lumbo-pelvic pain
Ussher et al., 2015

RCT

(England)

E Only

I: Fourteen

I: 391

I: 27.2±6.1

Entry: 10-24

I: 25.6±5.0

C: 393

C: 27.8±6.5

End: NR

C: 26.6±5.6

cessation – Add

sessions of
supervised

Smoking

physical activity to

exercise were

a behavioral

offered over eight

counselling

weeks; twice a

program did not

week for six weeks

increase smoking

then weekly for two

cessation during

weeks. At each

pregnancy

session the
participants walked
at a moderate
intensity on a
treadmill for up to
30 minutes.
Additionally, before
each session
participant
received
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behavioral
counselling
C: Six weekly
sessions of
behavioral
counselling only
Vargas-Terrones et

RCT

al., 2018

I: Moderate

I: 70

I: 33.3±2.9

Entry: 12-16

I: 23.0±3.7

C: 47

C: 32.3±5

End: 38

C: 23.9±5.0

depression –

intensity group
E Only

(Spain)

fitness classes

Perinatal

Depression

including aerobic,

scored were

strength and

significantly less in

stretching

the intervention

exercises offered

group than the

at least three times

control group.

per week

Fewer women in
the intervention

C: Standard care

group were at risk
for depression
than in the control
group postintervention

Vestgaard et al.,

OBS

2017
N Only
(Denmark)

I: 128 (high

I: 32.0±5.0

GDM were offered

adherence),

(high

Women who

sessions with a

238 (low

adherence),

received the

dietitian to receive

adherence)

31.0±5.0

nutrition advice

(low

had significantly

adherence)

lower birth weight

personalized
dietary advice

C: 70

NR

NR

Birth weight –

I: Women with

68

than women who
C: Women who

did not receive

received standard

this
C: 31.0±5.0

care and did not
meet with a
dietitian
Wang et al., 2017

RCT

(China)

E Only

I: Supervised

I: 112

I: 32.1±4.5

Entry: 10

I: 26.7±2.7

C: 114

C: 32.5±4.9

End: 39

C: 26.8±2.7

moderate intensity
cycling sessions

GDM – The
incidence of GDM
was significantly
less in the

C: Standard care

intervention group
than the control
group

Vinter et al., 2011

RCT

I: Four dietary

I: 150

29.0

Entry: 10-14

I: 33.4

End: 35

C: 33.3

counselling
(Denmark)

N+E

sessions with a

Total GWG – The
intervention group

C: 154

gained

dietitian to provide

significantly less

individual nutrition

weight than the

recommendations.

control group

Participants were
also encouraged to
be active during
pregnancy, were
given a pedometer
and free
membership to a
fitness facility with
supervised training

69

sessions.
Additionally,
women attended a
group session to
learn about
integrating physical
activity in daily life
C: Received
information only on
being physically
activity and eating
well during
pregnancy
Ward-Ritacco et al.,

OBS

2016

Individual 45-

24

29.7±4.7

Entry: 21-25

NR

fatigue levels –

minute supervised
E Only

(USA)

Energy and

End: 33-37

exercise sessions

For most of the

including treadmill

women there was

walking, seated

an improvement in

strength exercises

energy levels and

and stretching

a decrease in
fatigue

Yeo et al., 2000

RCT

(USA)

E Only

I: Individual

I: 8

30±5.4.0

Entry: 18

Resting blood
pressure – There

sessions of
treadmill walking

NR

C: 8

End: 28

was a decrease in

and stationary

blood pressure in

cycling

the intervention
group

70

C: No intervention
Youngwanichsetha

RCT

et al., 2014

I: 85

I: 32.5±5.0

C: 85

C: 31.2±4.5

NR

I: 27±3.5

GDM were trained
N+E

(Thailand)

I: Women with

to practice mindful

Capillary fasting
and postprandial

C: 27±4

blood glucose and

eating and yoga

hemoglobin A1c –

exercises following

Women in the

a 50-minute video

intervention group

at home. They

had significantly

were asked to

lower fasting,

follow nutrition and

postprandial blood

exercise

glucose, and

recommendations

hemoglobin A1c

at least 5 times per

than those in the

week for 8 weeks

control group

C: Standard care

ACOG: American Congress of Obstetrics and Gynaecology; BMI: Body Mass Index; C: Control group; E: Exercise
intervention; EGWG: Excessive Gestational Weight Gain; GDM: Gestational Diabetes Mellitus; GWG: Gestational
Weight Gain; I: Intervention group; IOM: Institute of Medicine; N: Nutrition intervention; N+E: Nutrition + Exercise
intervention; NR: Not Reported; NW: Normal Weight; OBS: Observational study; PPWR: Postpartum Weight
Retention; RCT: Randomized Controlled Trial; T1D: Type 1 Diabetes
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Twenty-four studies (19 RCTs, 5 OBS) reported meeting statistical
significance favoring the intervention for the primary health outcome and were
grouped as ‘successful’ (20-22, 24, 29, 32, 33, 35, 37, 43-46, 49, 52-57, 59, 6163). Eighteen studies (17 RCTs, 1 OBS) did not report statistical significance
favoring the intervention and were grouped as ‘unsuccessful’ (19, 23, 25-28, 34,
36, 38-42, 47-49, 51, 60). At post-data collection, a third category was developed
as ‘unclear’ for three studies (2 RCTs, 1 OBS) because the reported data
included only those with high adherence to the intervention instead of the full
sample assessed (30, 31, 58).
Mean adherence for all studies that met their reported health outcome
goal was 74.6% (±14.2, 95% Confidence Intervals [CI], 68.5, 80.7). The
adherence average for ‘successful’ interventions was calculated with eighteen
RCTs (as one RCT did not provide mean adherence to the intervention and
therefore was not included in this calculation (46)) and 3 observational (OBS)
studies (one study provided mean attendance but the number of total sessions
required to attend was not a set goal for the study, and one study did not provide
mean adherence to the intervention and therefore was not included in this
calculation; (59, 62)). Mean adherence for all studies that did not meet their
health outcome goal was 54.9% (±19.4, 95% [CI] 45.1, 64.7). The average
adherence for ‘unsuccessful’ interventions was calculated with fourteen RCTs
(two studies only provided median adherence and one study did not provide
adherence for all participants; (27, 34, 47)) and one OBS study. Mean adherence
for ‘successful’ studies was significantly higher than ‘unsuccessful’ studies
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(t(34)=3.52, p=0.003, Cohen’s d=0.24). Adherence averages are reported in
Table 2.2. Figure 2.2 visually represents adherence for each individual
intervention. As seen in Figure 2.2, ‘successful’ studies are more clustered
around approximately 70% adherence, whereas ‘unsuccessful’ studies are
represented mostly below 60%.
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Figure 2.2 Visual representation of individual study adherence scores.

‘Successful’ interventions on average had 74% adherence (±14.2).
‘Unsuccessful’ interventions on average had 54% adherence (±19.4).
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Table 2.2 Study Characteristics

Number

Study

Adherence

Barakat et al,

85% -

2012

measured by

‘Successful’

and Type

(S) or

of

Self-

Primary

Length

‘Unsuccessfu

Behavior

Monitoring

Delivery of

(Max

l’ (US)?

Changes

Behaviors

Intervention

Weeks)

S

1

None

Face to

33

face for
Exercise

attendance to
(Spain)

exercise

group fitness

sessions

classes
Barakat et al,

87% -

2012

measured by

S

None

Face to

33

face for
Exercise

attendance to
(Spain)

1

exercise

group fitness

sessions

classes
Barakat et al,

80% -

2016

measured by

S

None

Face to

30

face for
Exercise

attendance to
(Spain)

1

exercise

group fitness

sessions

classes
Bruno et al, 2016

57.9% -

S

2

Pedometer

measured by a
(Italy)

Face to

27

face for

scoring system
based on

Nutrition +

information

Exercise

only

meeting
nutrition criteria
Della et al, 2011

70% were

S

1

classified as
(Brazil)

having good
adherence by

None

Face to

24

face for
Nutrition

information
only

their second
visit - measured

75

by a
classification
system based
on self-reported
nutrition intake.
On average
women
attended 4.12
sessions with a
dietitian.
Gesell et al, 2015

35% -

S

2

None

measured by
(USA)

Halse et al, 2015

Nutrition +

exercise

fitness classes

Exercise

sessions

96% -

12

face for

attendance to

S

1

Exercise

Face to

log

face for

measured by
(Australia)

Face to

Exercise

attendance to

5

exercise

exercise

sessions

sessions
Herring et al,

70% considered

2016

adherent -

(USA)

S

2

Online

Online

24

Face to

20

exercise

responded to

Nutrition +

>50% of text

Exercise

and food
logs

messages
McGowan et al,

68% said

2013

following the
diet was easy –

(Ireland)

measured by an
acceptability

S

1

Food logs

face for
Nutrition

information
only one
time

questionnaire
suggesting that
if participants
rank the
behavior as
easy, they have
adopted the
behavior
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Ney et al, 1982

78% -

S

1

None

measured by an
(USA)

Face to

16

face for
Nutrition

acceptability

sessions

questionnaire
where
participants
indicated how
well they
followed
recommendatio
ns
Pelaez et al,

80% -

2014

measured by

S

fitness classes

Ramirez-Velez et

75% -

al, 2011

measured by

Exercise

fitness classes

Ramirez-Velez et

80% -

al, 2017

measured by

S

fitness classes

Reilly et al, 2002

52 women did

1

records, 13
women

None

Face to

16

face for
exercise
sessions
S

1

None

Face to

12

face for
Exercise

exercise
sessions

S

1

not submit
(England)

30

exercise

Exercise

attendance to
(Colombia)

Face to

sessions

attendance to
(Colombia)

None

face for

attendance to
(Spain)

1

Exercise

Exercise

Face to

logs

face for

20

information
only

exercised <28
days, 55
women
exercised >28
days –
measured by
home exercise
diaries
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Robertson et al,

47 women

2018

attended 3 or

S

None

sessions –

and follow

measured by

up every 4-

attendance to

6 weeks,

voluntary

follow up

sessions with a

was not

Shirazian et al,

75% -

2010

measured by

20

information

dietitian

mandatory
S

2
Nutrition +

attendance to
(USA)

Face to
face to for

Nutrition

more nutrition
(Australia)

1

Food logs

Telephone

and

and face to

pedometers

face

Exercise

Face to

logs

face for

Varied

Exercise

required
sessions and
submission of
records

Stafne et al ,

55% -

2012

measured by

S

Exercise

attendance to
(Norway)

1

12

exercise

group fitness

sessions

classes
Vargas-Terrones

69% -

et al, 2018

measured by

S

None

Face to

16

face for
Exercise

attendance to
(Spain)

1

exercise

group fitness

sessions

classes
Vestgaard et al,

37% high, 39%

2017

medium, 24%

S

Food log

Face to

Varied

face for
Nutrition

low – measured
(Denmark)

1

optional

as meeting

counselling

Danish

sessions

Obstetric
Guidelines
Wang et al, 2017

80% -

S

1

measured by
(China)

attendance to

None

Face to

12

face for
Exercise

78

Vinter et al , 2011

exercise

exercise

sessions

sessions

92% completed

S

2

None

diet
(Denmark)

Face to

14

face for

assessment,
52%

Nutrition +

information

Exercise

sessions

attendance to

and

fitness classes.

exercise

Overall 60% -

sessions

calculated as
attendance to
four dietary
sessions and at
least 20 classes
Ward-Ritacco et

87.1% -

al, 2016

measured by

S

None

Face to

12

face for
Exercise

attendance to
(USA)

1

exercise

exercise

sessions

sessions
Yeo et al, 2000

90% -

S

1

measured by
(USA)

Exercise
logs

Exercise

attendance to

Face to

10

face for
exercise

exercise

sessions
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Moderators of Adherence
There was no difference between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies
for the number of studies delivered face to face [2 (1, N=42) = 1.89, p=0.15,
Cramer’s V=0.21]. The ‘successful’ studies (17/24, 71%) primarily delivered the
intervention face to face (20-22, 29, 32, 37, 43-45, 49, 52-55, 59, 61, 63). Some
‘successful’ studies included face to face time for information only and
participants carried out intervention behaviors on their own primarily (24, 35, 46,
53, 56, 57, 62). Half of the ‘unsuccessful’ studies (9/18, 50%) were delivered face
to face (23, 25-28, 40, 42, 50, 51) or included limited face to face time for
information and/or follow up (19, 34, 38, 39, 60).
There was no difference for the number of studies that included selfmonitoring between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies [2 (1, N=42) = 3.88,
p=0.05, Cramer’s V=0.30]. Thirty-eight percent (9/24, 38%) of the ‘successful’
studies used some form of self-monitoring primarily including nutrition and/or
exercise logs (24, 32, 33, 35, 49, 55, 61, 62). Seventy-two percent (13/18) of the
‘unsuccessful’ studies also used some form of self-monitoring (25, 27, 28, 34, 36,
38-41, 48, 50, 51, 60).
There was no difference between the ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’
categories for the number of one behavior change interventions in comparison to
multiple behavior change interventions included [2 (1, N=42) = 0.04, p=0.57,
Cramer’s V=0.03]. Seventy-five percent of the ‘successful’ studies included only
one behavior change (18/24) (20-22, 32, 35, 37, 43-46, 49, 52, 54, 55, 57, 59,
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62, 63) and 25% (6/24) included two behaviors in the intervention (24, 29, 33, 53,
56, 61). Seventy-eight percent of the ‘unsuccessful’ studies (14/18) included only
one behavior change (23, 25-28, 34, 36, 38-40, 42, 48, 50, 51) and 22% (4/18)
included two behaviors (19, 41, 47, 60).
On average ‘successful’ interventions were 18 weeks long (±8.3, 95% [CI]
14.9, 21.9) whereas ‘unsuccessful’ interventions were 17 weeks long (±5.2, 95%
[CI] 14.5, 19.5; t(35.6)=0.67, p=0.51; Cohen’s d=0.01). Adherence averages and
moderator information are presented in Table 2.2.
2.4 Discussion
The results of the current study suggest that interventions that achieve
statistical significance favoring the intervention group have higher program
adherence (on average approximately ≥70%) than studies that do not (on
average approximately ≤55% adherence, p<0.05), indicating that adherence is a
key factor in determining the success of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy.
There was no difference among ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies for
potential moderators of adherence including the method of delivery for the
intervention, the use of self-monitoring tools, the number of behavior changes
required, and the total length of the intervention.
Authors reporting results of lifestyle interventions that statistically favor the
intervention and show a positive effect on the primary health outcome often
report adherence as a strength (19-21, 24, 26, 37, 43, 45, 46, 52, 54). On the
contrary, authors that do not meet their primary health outcome often suggest
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that adherence to the intervention may be a contributing factor and adherence is
reported as a limitation (23, 25, 29-31, 34, 35, 38, 39, 41, 42, 47, 48, 50, 59, 60).
Measuring and reporting program adherence is not a requirement for intervention
based studies and this may be why the results vary in the literature in terms of
the effectiveness of lifestyle interventions on health outcomes during pregnancy.
It should be noted that some ‘unsuccessful’ studies did achieve 70% or
more adherence to the intervention in the present review. Bo et al, (2011) and
Dias et al., (2017) reported >70% attendance to group fitness classes including
pelvic floor muscle training, to prevent urinary incontinence (23, 26). The authors
identified that the inability to assess if muscle contractions were correctly
occurring is a limitation of the study. This may suggest that attendance only is not
an appropriate measurement tool for adherence for interventions including pelvic
floor muscle training to prevent urinary incontinence. Similarly, Ussher et al,
(2015) reported >70% attendance to exercise sessions but the intervention did
not affect smoking cessation rates. A limitation reported was the expectation to
continue exercise behaviors at home which was self-reported (51). Attendance
was the most common method to measure adherence, however it may not
always be the most appropriate measurement tool because it does not capture
nutrition and/or exercise behaviors taking place outside of the research setting.
On the opposite end, there were also ‘successful’ studies that reported
adherence levels below 70%. Bruno et al., (2016) provided women with nutrition
and exercise information to prevent gestational diabetes and although the overall
group adherence was low, authors did report that those women who were
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adherent to the program had the most improved health outcomes (24). Stafne et
al, (2012) also reported below 70% attendance to group fitness classes to
prevent urinary incontinence, but still found that more women in the intervention
group reported fewer incidences of urinary leakage (49). Authors reported that
although attendance was low, the clear instructions for performing pelvic floor
muscle training was a strength, and perhaps women performed these exercises
more often than just during the class. Finally, three studies assessed the impact
of a lifestyle intervention on gestational weight gain and reported low adherence
(29, 35, 53). Interestingly both Gesell et al, (2015) and Vinter et al, (2011)
included both nutrition and exercise, yet adherence was not measured for
nutrition specifically (29, 53). McGowan et al, (2013) conducted a nutrition only
study and developed their own acceptability questionnaire to assess adherence
(35). Measuring nutrition adherence is challenging and relies heavily on selfreported data, therefore women may have been adherent to nutrition
recommendations but this was not correctly captured in the adherence
measurement.
Although not statistically significant, more ‘successful’ studies reported in
the present investigation were delivered face to face with a large effect size, and
this is in line with the findings of Currie et al, (2013) who suggested that
supervised sessions may be more effective (10). Interestingly, new research has
focused on reducing face to face time and increasing delivery of interventions via
online methods (64). Although this may be an effective approach to reach a
larger population and potentially more cost effective, future research should
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consider incorporating face to face time or a similar component within online
interventions.
Contrary to previous findings that suggest self-monitoring can improve
adherence (10), although not significant, more ‘unsuccessful’ interventions
included self-monitoring than ‘successful’ studies with a moderate effect size.
The current study however did not evaluate the type of self-monitoring resource
used or how well or often it was used, therefore the effectiveness of selfmonitoring on program adherence needs to be further evaluated. Finally, both
‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ studies were similar in length (18 weeks for
‘successful’ studies, 17 week for ‘unsuccessful’ studies). It is unclear what
duration of intervention would be most effective for behavior change during
pregnancy. A longer intervention may allow for frequent follow up and more time
to adjust to the required behavior change. For example, during the ‘Healthy
Eating and Lifestyle Pregnancy (HELP)’ intervention for pregnancy, women
reported that a facilitator for adherence to the intervention was the frequent
support from study investigators especially for long term behavior change (65).
Participants reported that it was a challenge to maintain behaviors over a longer
period of time, however it also assisted them in having time to acquire knowledge
and develop skills to sustain behaviors (65).
There is no gold standard to measuring and reporting adherence to
nutrition and exercise interventions and therefore authors will use methods that
best fit their study design (6). The current study builds on the work by McDonald
et al, (2016) and Nagpal et al, (2017) by statistically evaluating the difference in
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adherence between ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ lifestyle interventions on any
health outcome during pregnancy (7, 8). As suggested by McDonald et al, (2016)
and confirmed by the results of the current study, adherence may provide
valuable information for interpreting study results and future research should
consider determining effective ways to measure and report full program
adherence (7).
This is the first systematic review where the primary outcome was
adherence instead of a specific health outcome, allowing for results to be
generalized. This also assured that the search specifically sought to find lifestyle
interventions that provide an adherence value. This may however also be seen
as a limitation, as the search term ‘adherence’ may not capture all studies for
each health outcome. The results of the current study provide evidence that
further research investigating the effect of adherence on individual outcomes is
warranted. Although the primary outcome of the current review was adherence, it
was not possible to complete a meta-analysis as adherence data cannot be
entered in a traditional forest plot meta-analysis to differentiate favorable versus
unfavorable effects. Future meta-analyses should be completed for each health
outcome and report individual study adherence to evaluate whether studies with
low adherence are potentially contributing the greatest weight to the metaanalysis as this may negatively influence the overall effect. Additionally the a
priori inclusion criteria stated that adherence must be reported quantitatively
which led to the inclusion of studies that only provided median or selected
adherence scores for study participants, and therefore the values could not be
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included in the average calculation. Future studies should aim to provide an
appropriate adherence report for the full intervention as it can significantly affect
how results are interpreted. Moreover, future studies should aim to further define
potential moderators of adherence and statistically assess the impact of each
one on program adherence. As adherence and the effect of moderators may vary
on an individual level, independent patient data meta-analysis with adherence as
the primary outcome may be an effective way to determine the required
adherence to meet a health outcome and may reduce the high heterogeneity
seen in previous meta-analyses (3). Furthermore, as a large effect size was
found for face to face delivery of interventions and therefore this moderator may
need to be further defined and explored. For example, majority of the studies
were delivered in a group setting (20-22, 26-28, 30, 31, 34, 38, 39, 42-45, 47-56)
and perhaps this has an influence on program adherence and overall ‘success’.
Perhaps studies delivered in a group setting, compared to one on one or using
an online modality had different adherence and this may have contributed to the
results of the study.
2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, it is suggested through this study that at least 70%
adherence is recommended for lifestyle interventions (nutrition and/or exercise)
during pregnancy to achieve statistical significance favoring the intervention for
health outcomes. There is limited evidence at this time to suggest that the
method of intervention delivery (i.e., face-to-face), use of self-monitoring
resources, number of behavior changes, and length of intervention moderate
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adherence levels of ‘successful’ versus ‘unsuccessful’ interventions. Future
studies should aim to measure and report adherence levels as well as assess
potential adherence moderators in order to further evaluate the role adherence
has in the success of lifestyle interventions during pregnancy.
2.6 Study 1 Key Points:


Authors of previous studies have often stated that a limitation of the
intervention was low adherence that may have led to a null effect



Study 1 determined that adherence is a key factor in the success of a
lifestyle intervention during pregnancy as authors who reported that
interventions successfully achieved the health outcome goal had
significantly higher adherence than interventions that were ‘unsuccessful’



At least 70% adherence is observed among lifestyle interventions that
successfully achieve health outcome goals during pregnancy



Although not significant, a potential moderator that may increase
adherence includes delivering the lifestyle intervention face to face. The
use of self-monitoring tools, the number of behavior changes required and
the length of the intervention as adherence moderators remain unclear

Important points to consider moving from Study 1 to Study 2:


The results of study 1 provide evidence that adherence is a key factor in
determining the success of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy



Previous research, however, has specifically identified women with a BMI
≥25 kg/m2 as a population that is more likely to report low adherence to
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nutrition and exercise during pregnancy compared to women with a
normal weight BMI status


Women who have an overweight or obese BMI may have been trying to
to lose weight in the past and may have experienced weight fluctuations
prior to pregnancy and this may influence gestational weight gain



The influence that program adherence and weight fluctuations have on
EGWG among women with an overweight or obese BMI remains
unknown
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Chapter 3
Study 2: Do pre-pregnancy weight fluctuations and adherence to nutrition
and exercise programs during pregnancy predict excessive gestational
weight gain?
3.1 Introduction
As the prevalence of obesity continues to increase globally, more women
are entering pregnancy with an overweight (pre-pregnancy body mass index
(BMI) ≥25.0-29.9 kg/m2) or obese (BMI ≥30.0 kg/m2) BMI (1). A pre-pregnancy
BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2 increases the risk of pregnancy complications and the future
risk for chronic diseases that can impact both the mother and child (2-4). Risks
for chronic diseases, including obesity and diabetes, are further increased if the
mother gains excessive weight during her pregnancy (5, 6). Excessive
gestational weight gain (EGWG) is defined by the Institute of Medicine (IOM;
2009) according to pre-pregnancy BMI, with weight gain above 16.0kg, 11.5kg
and 9.0kg considered excessive for women of normal weight, overweight and
obese BMI categories, respectively (7). Women who are overweight or obese
pre-pregnancy are more likely to gain weight excessively during pregnancy and
have higher postpartum weight retention compared to women with a normal
weight BMI (8).
EGWG is a modifiable risk factor for pregnancy and postpartum
complications (9). Research suggests that pregnant women with a BMI ≥25.0
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kg/m2 can prevent excess weight gain by engaging in a lifestyle intervention
during pregnancy that includes both nutrition and exercise components (10-12).
Two recent meta-analyses showed that women who participated in an exercise
only intervention, including women with a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2,
gained significantly less weight than standard care control group participants (11,
13).
Despite the evidence to suggest that exercise and/or nutrition
interventions can prevent EGWG, literature has suggested that pregnant women
who have an elevated BMI may have low adherence to program
recommendations and this may result in a null effect of the intervention (14, 15).
Interventions that have been ‘unsuccessful’ in preventing EGWG among
pregnant women with an overweight or obese BMI do not report adherence or
report low adherence levels for their program (16, 17).
In non-pregnant populations, having previously failed weight loss
programs may predict low adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations
in the future (18, 19). This may translate to the pregnant population, suggesting
that women who have experienced previous weight loss attempts are less likely
to adhere to another lifestyle intervention during pregnancy. Additionally, obesity
is associated with an increased risk for infertility (20) and women may be told by
their health care provider to lose weight to increase their chances of conceiving
(21). Current research on weight loss prior to pregnancy has primarily focused on
conception rates (21, 22) however the impact of previous weight loss on weight
gain during pregnancy remains to be determined.
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The purpose of the current study was to evaluate if a difference exists in
weight loss history (i.e., information about weight fluctuations, previous weight
loss attempts and weight loss prior to the current pregnancy) and adherence to
the Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Intervention Program (NELIP) (23) among
women with a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2 who gained excessively during
pregnancy compared to women who did not gain excessively. It is hypothesized
that women who met gestational weight gain guidelines will have fewer weight
loss attempts and weight fluctuations prior to the current pregnancy compared to
women who gained excessively. Additionally, program adherence will be higher
among women who gained appropriately than excessively.
3.2 Methods
This was a cross-sectional study evaluating participants who were a part
of the Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Intervention Program (NELIP) during their
pregnancy (23). The NELIP was a single-arm intervention and is described in
detail in a previous publication (23). Briefly, pregnant women without any
contraindications to exercise were recruited between 16-20 weeks gestation from
2008-2012 in London, Ontario. The NELIP included both a nutrition and exercise
intervention. The nutrition component included following a modified gestational
diabetic diet designed to prevent gestational diabetes and promote appropriate
weight gain (23). The exercise component included a mild intensity walking
program with one supervised walk per week and encouragement to walk 2-3
additional times on their own per week (23). The walks began at 25 minutes and
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progressed by 2 minutes every week, until 40 minutes was achieved and
maintained until the end of the program at 36 weeks gestation (23).
Weight Gain
Total weight gain on the NELIP was calculated as: weight at the end of the
program (GA 36 weeks) - weight at the start of the program (GA 16-20 weeks).
Women were stratified as gained excessively or not excessively using the 2009
IOM gestational weight gain guidelines (7). Following this, women with a BMI
classified as overweight or obese are expected to gain between 0.23-0.33
kg/week and 0.17-0.27 kg/week, respectively (7). For an overweight BMI, EGWG
on the NELIP was defined as gaining greater than the following: total number of
weeks on the program*0.33. For an obese BMI, EGWG on the NELIP was
defined as gaining greater than the following: total number of weeks on the
program*0.27 (7). Women were stratified based on gaining excessively or not for
a total of two groups to compare.
Weight Change and Weight Loss Attempts
Pre-pregnancy weight changes and weight loss attempts were assessed
by the Weight and Health History Questionnaire (WHQ; Questions 2-5, 8-10, 23,
26, 27) (24). Women completed the WHQ at baseline before they entered into
the NELIP (n=100). The program began at 16 to 20 weeks’ gestational age (GA)
and continued until 36 weeks of pregnancy. Women were weighed every week
throughout the program.
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Measuring Adherence to the NELIP
The nutrition component of the NELIP promoted a well-balanced meal
plan during pregnancy and included three goals: 1. Submit a weekly food intake
record; 2. Have an average intake of approximately 1800-2200 kcal per day and;
3. Have an average intake of 200-250g (40-55% of total caloric intake) of
carbohydrates per day. The exercise component included a walking program that
began at 25 minutes and progressed by 2 minutes each week until 40 minutes of
walking was achieved which was then maintained until the end of the pregnancy.
Additionally, the women were asked to walk at least two to three more times on
their own each week which was then recorded in an exercise log. Adherence to
the program was assessed using a previously developed measurement tool that
scored women on meeting the goals of the NELIP (25). Women were given a
score out of six for meeting the six nutrition and exercise goals on a weekly
basis. An average score out of six for each woman was calculated and compared
between women who gained weight excessively and those who did not gain
weight excessively.
Statistical Analyses
A Mann-Whitney U Test and Chi-Square Analysis were used to compare
responses reported on the WHQ. A Mann-Whitney U Test and Chi Square
Analysis were performed to compare demographic data including age, prepregnancy BMI, ethnicity and previous number of pregnancies. Table 1 includes
the list of questions on the WHQ used to determine if there was a difference in
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the weight history of women who gained excessively or not excessively. A MannWhitney U Test was also performed to compare weight gain on the NELIP
between the two groups. Additionally, to compare potential contributors to weight
gain during pregnancy including weight fluctuations prior to pregnancy (weight
change from usual body weight to immediately before the pregnancy and weight
loss (if attempting) immediately before the current pregnancy), and program
adherence scores a Mann-Whitney U Test was performed. Finally, contributors
were then assessed using a logistic regression model to determine the effect on
gaining excessively during pregnancy. Statistical significance was accepted at
p<0.05. Reported effect sizes followed Cohen’s (1988, 1992) (26, 27) criteria
(Cramer’s V for Chi-Square Analysis: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50,
r for Mann Whitney-U Test: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50). All
statistical analyses were performed with SPSS version 23. The questions
evaluated on the Weight and Health History Questionnaire are listed in Table 3.1
and the questionnaire is included in Appendix C.
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Table 3.1 Questions from the Weight History Questionnaire (WHQ) used to
compare women who gained excessive weight and those who did not during
pregnancy.
Questions
Demographic Questions:
1. Age (at the beginning of the NELIP)
2. Ethnicity
3. Height and weight immediately before pregnancy (used to calculate pre-pregnancy BMI)
4. Number of previous deliveries
Weight Loss Attempts:
1. Have you ever tried to lose weight?
2. Were you trying to lose weight before the current pregnancy (within a year)?
If yes, how much weight did you lose?
3. Have you used the following methods to lose weight?
Prescribed medication
Diet
Physical Activity
Meeting with a Health Care Professional
Surgery
Herbal Products
Other
4. Total number of times you have attempted weight loss

BMI – Body Mass Index; NELIP – Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Intervention
Program
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3.3 Results
NELIP Weight Gain
One hundred participants from the NELIP who completed the WHQ and
participated until the end of the intervention at 36 weeks’ gestation were
included. Fifty-three participants did not gain excessively (including 2 participants
that gained below the weight gain recommendations) and 47 participants gained
excessively during the NELIP. There was no difference between the excessive
and not excessive groups for demographic characteristics (Table 3.2).
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Table 3.2 Maternal demographic characteristics stratified by those who gained
excessive weight compared to those women who did not during the Nutrition and
Exercise Lifestyle Intervention Program.

Age (yrs)

Excessive Gestational
Weight Gain

Did Not Gain Excessive
Weight

N=47

N=53

31.3±4.2

32.6±4.3

Caucasian

41

44

Asian

2

1

African American

1

2

Aboriginal

1

2

Hispanic

1

2

Middle Eastern

1

2

Number of previous deliveries
(mean, range)

1.1, 0-6

1.1, 0-4

Pre-Pregnancy BMI (kg/m 2)

31.5±5.6

33.3±6.7

Ethnicity (n)

All data presented as mean±sd unless otherwise stated.
BMI – Body Mass Index
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Weight Fluctuations
There was no significant difference in reported weight fluctuations from
usual adult body weight to weight reported before pregnancy between the two
groups (gained excessively and did not gain excessively; U=1082.50, p=0.32).
However, more women who gained excessively said that they were actively
trying to lose weight a year before the current pregnancy (61%) than women who
did not gain excessively (39%; 2 (1, N=100) = 4.86, p=0.022, Cramer’s V=0.22,
Table 3). Among the women who had attempted to lose weight a year prior to
pregnancy, women who gained excessively during pregnancy had lost more
weight than women who did not exceed weight gain guidelines (U=829.0,
p=0.003). Among women who had previous pregnancies, there were no
differences between the groups for total weight retention prior to the current
pregnancy (U=1220.0, p=0.97; Table 3.3).
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Table 3.3 Weight fluctuations prior to the current pregnancy stratified by those
who gained excessively and those who did not during the Nutrition and Exercise
Lifestyle Intervention Program.
Excessive
Gestational
Weight Gain

Did Not
Gain
Excessive
Weight

N=47

N=53

Effect Size

Weight change from usual adult
body weight to immediately
before the current pregnancy

-3.9±9.5
[-6.7, -1.1]

-5.2±6.5
[-7.0, -3.4]

-0.09

Actively trying to lose weight
before the current pregnancy (n,
%)

29, 61

21, 39*

0.22

-6.7±10.2
[-9.7, -3.7]

-2.1±3.8*
[-3.2, -1.1]

-0.30

Weight retention from previous
pregnancies

3.5±5.5
[2.0, 5.1]

3.5±5.5
[2.0, 5.1]

0.04

Tried to lose weight in the past
(n, %)

43, 91

47, 88

0.22

Total number of active weight
loss attempts

3.8±2.3*
[3.2, 4.6]

2.8±1.8
[2.2, 3.2]

-0.26

If yes, weight lost before the
current pregnancy

All data presented as Mean±sd [95% Confidence Intervals] in kgs unless
otherwise stated.
Difference between women who gained excessively and those who did not,
p<0.05*
Large and moderate effect sizes are depicted in bold. Reported effect sizes
followed Cohen’s (1988, 1992) criteria with: (Cramer’s V for Chi-Square Analysis:
small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50, r for Mann Whitney-U Test: small =
0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50).
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Previous Weight Loss Attempts
Most of the women reported they tried to lose weight at least once in the
past (Table 3), however women who gained weight excessively during the index
pregnancy had a higher number of total weight loss attempts compared to
women who did not gain excessively (U=871.5, p=0.009).
Adherence
Adherence scores were higher in the group of women who did not gain
excessively (Total adherence: 73%) compared to those women who gained
excessively (Total adherence: 55%; U=488, p<0.001). Individually, adherence
was higher for nutrition only (70%) and exercise only (77%) among women who
did not gain excessively compared to women who did gain excessively (nutrition
only: 56%, U=751.0, p<0.001; exercise only: 53%, U=843.0, p=0.005). (Table
3.4).
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Table 3.4 Weight gain on the Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Program (NELIP)
and adherence scores.
Excessive
Gestational
Weight Gain

Did Not Gain
Excessive
Weight

N=47

N=53

Effect Size

11.0±3.2
[10.1, 12.0]

4.1±3.0*
[3.3, 5.0]

-0.76

Exercise only (/3,
%)

1.6±0.81; 53
[1.4, 1.9]

2.1±0.76; 70*
[1.9, 2.3]

-0.38

Nutrition only (/3,
%)

1.7±0.87; 56
[1.5, 2.0]

2.3±0.20; 77 *
[2.1, 2.5]

-0.28

Total Score (/6,
%)

3.3±0.84; 55
[3.1, 3.6]

4.4±0.95; 73 *
[4.2, 4.7]

-0.56

Weight gained
during the NELIP
(kg)

Adherence
Scores

All data presented as mean±sd [95% Confidence Intervals] unless otherwise
indicated.
*p<0.05
Large and moderate effect sizes are depicted in bold. Reported effect sizes
followed Cohen’s (1988, 1992) criteria with: (Cramer’s V for Chi-Square Analysis:
small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50, r for Mann Whitney-U Test: small =
0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50).
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Predicting Excessive Weight Gain
The logistic regression model was statistically significant χ2 (3)=38.54,
p<0.001. The model explained 32% (Cox and Snell R Square) to 42%
(Nagelkerke R Square) of the variance in gestational weight gain categories
(excessive or not) and correctly classified 74% of the cases (sensitivity=72%;
specificity=76%). Adherence was the most significant contributor; as adherence
decreased (B=-1.362), the likelihood of gaining excessively increased by 0.25
times (95% confidence intervals [CI] 0.13, 0.47; p<0.001). Additionally, weight
lost immediately before the current pregnancy was a significant finding; as the
amount of weight lost immediately before pregnancy increased (B=0.109), the
likelihood of gaining excessively increased by 1.1 times (95% CI 1.0, 1.2;
p=0.03). Weight change from usual body weight to immediately before pregnancy
was not a statistically significant contributor to excessive gestational weight gain
(p=0.604).
3.4 Discussion
The results of the current study suggest that weight loss immediately
before the current pregnancy and program adherence are significant contributing
factors for excessive gestational weight gain. Additionally, frequent weight loss
attempts prior to pregnancy are higher among women who gain excessively
during pregnancy. This is an important finding as many women with obesity are
advised to attempt weight loss pre-conception to improve fertility (21). Current
literature on preconception weight loss has focused on identifying effective
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weight loss programs to improve fertility, including bariatric surgery and very lowenergy diet programs (28, 29). It may be possible that in order to lose weight
quickly, women may choose unhealthy (including restrictive and/or compulsive)
methods of dieting. A large cross sectional study (n=1711) assessed the nutrition
and weight management habits of women with a low-income background
attending reproductive health clinics and found that the women who were actively
trying to conceive participated in more weight loss attempts in the previous year
than women who were not, including potentially dangerous avenues such as
dieting pills and 24-hour fasting (30). Encouraging women to attempt weight loss
for fertility or in an attempt to start pregnancy as healthy as possible may
therefore have unintended consequences that increase the risk for EGWG.
In the non-pregnant population, weight loss has been associated with
weight regain if a maintenance program is not provided (31). Research suggests
that obesity alters and reduces the hypothalamic response to insulin and leptin,
and this can cause an increase in appetite as well as an increased risk for fat
storage and type 2 diabetes (32). In non-pregnant individuals, insulin sensitivity
improves and fat storage decreases following weight loss, however, in order for
this benefit to be maintained a continuous low energy and low fat diet is
recommended (33). This, however, is impossible when the dietary intervention is
more extreme, as a low caloric diet is unsustainable, for instance, a very low
energy diet of 800 kcal/day (34). A similar process may be at play for pregnancy.
During pregnancy there is a natural increase in insulin resistance to allow for
higher levels of circulating glucose for fetal development (35). Additionally, in the
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first trimester of pregnancy there is an increase in leptin which will increase fat
storage (35). As pregnant women should not participate in a very low-energy diet
program and they are naturally experiencing an increase in insulin and leptin
resistance, this may contribute to weight regain following weight loss prior to
pregnancy and therefore EGWG.
Interestingly, when we examined weight changes from usual adult body
weight (length of time was interpreted by the individual and therefore could be
any length of time) to immediately before pregnancy, although not statistically
significant, women who did not gain excessively lost more weight than women
who gained excessively. The logistic regression model did not show a significant
effect of weight change from usual body weight to immediately before pregnancy.
This may suggest that losing weight quickly in the year before pregnancy may
lead to EGWG whereas losing weight slowly over a longer period of time is not a
contributing factor. This evidence suggests that a healthy lifestyle, which may
include weight loss among women who have obesity, should be encouraged over
time rather than waiting until the period immediately before pregnancy.
Program adherence during pregnancy was a stronger predictor for
excessive gestational weight gain than weight loss immediately before
pregnancy. The current study offered a lifestyle intervention to all participants,
but women who gained excessive pregnancy weight had significantly lower
adherence to the program than the women who did not gain excessively.
Pregnancy is known as a teachable moment as many women are aware of
health behaviors such as quitting smoking, reducing caffeine intake, not
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consuming alcohol and even including eating well and being active (36). This
may explain why women join a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy such as
the NELIP, but it may be possible that they do not adhere to the goals due to
past experience with nutrition and exercise programs. In fact, research in nonpregnant populations suggests that the number of weight loss attempts predicts
how long an individual may commit to a future method (19, 37) and this relates to
the current study as women who gained excessively had tried more methods of
weight loss prior to pregnancy compared to women who gained within guidelines.
Furthermore, a qualitative study among pregnant women with a pre-pregnancy
BMI ≥25.0 kg/m2 found that motivation to participate in nutrition and exercise
programs contributed to wanting to control gestational weight gain. However, they
stated that women were more likely to prefer to wait until the postnatal period to
try to lose weight rather than controlling weight gain during pregnancy as a way
to prevent postpartum weight retention (38). This may explain why women made
the initial decision to join a program such as the NELIP, but perhaps as the
program progressed their adherence decreased.
Excessive gestational weight gain is a modifiable risk factor for pregnancy
complications and research supports nutrition and exercise interventions as
effective ways to promote healthy and gradual weight gain during pregnancy (913, 39). However, the efficacy of programs for pregnant women entering
pregnancy with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2 has been questioned (40). The present study
suggests that weight loss experiences prior to pregnancy can predict weight gain
during pregnancy. Additionally, program adherence is a significantly important
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contributor to preventing EGWG. Future studies should consider discussing
previous weight loss and weight loss attempts with pregnant participants and
implement strategies to improve commitment to the goals of the program during
pregnancy to improve adherence and subsequently decrease the likelihood of
gaining excessively. Furthermore, research supports weight loss to improve
fertility however, the unintended consequence of rapid weight loss prior to
pregnancy may be a rapid regain when pregnancy is achieved, resulting in
EGWG. Future studies should aim to identify effective strategies to improve and
maintain adherence to lifestyle recommendations before and during pregnancy to
prevent excess weight gain.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to provide evidence that weight
fluctuations and weight loss attempts prior to pregnancy and program adherence
influence gestational weight gain. Strengths of the current study include using a
large convenience sample of women with a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25 kg/m2, who
participated in a nutrition and exercise program to prevent EGWG and
associated-pregnancy complications. Additionally, we used an adherence
measurement method (25) to provide an objective measure of adherence to both
nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy. Limitations of the
current study include self-reported information on the WHQ. It is difficult to avoid
using self-reported measurement tools to learn about previous weight-loss
attempts, but perhaps future larger trials can begin following women during their
pre-conception weight loss stage into pregnancy, reducing variability and recall
bias. This could be done by following women in fertility clinics or women who
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seek pre-conception counselling who may also be attempting to lose weight prior
to pregnancy. By doing this, pre-conception behaviors, including weight loss
attempts, may also be correlated with program adherence. Furthermore, the type
of method used to achieve weight loss before pregnancy and the impact this may
have on gestational weight gain should be assessed. There were also two
women who gained below gestational weight gain recommendations. Research
suggests that inadequate gestational weight gain may also lead to maternal and
fetal complications (41), however it is possible that women with a high BMI who
are participating in a lifestyle intervention may actually lose excess fat because
they are engaging in healthier behaviors (42). A larger sample size is required to
adequately assess the weight history and adherence levels to nutrition and
exercise programs for women who gain below recommendations with a follow-up
on pregnancy outcomes. Future research should also aim to determine effective
strategies to improve adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations
during pregnancy for women who have experienced recent weight loss and
previous weight loss attempts.
3.5 Conclusion
Weight fluctuations prior to pregnancy and adherence to nutrition and
exercise recommendations during pregnancy may predict EGWG. As adherence
to nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy decreases, the
likelihood of gaining excessively during pregnancy significantly increases.
Additionally, women who gained excessive weight during pregnancy had a higher
number of weight loss attempts prior to pregnancy and were more likely to
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attempt to lose weight a year before the current pregnancy compared to women
who did not gain excessively. Of those women attempting weight loss, women
who gained weight excessively lost significantly more weight before the current
pregnancy than women who did not exceed weight gain recommendations.
3.6 Study 2 Key Points


Adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy
and weight loss a year before pregnancy are predictive factors for
excessive gestational weight gain among women who enter pregnancy
with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2



As adherence lowers, the risk for excessive gestational weight gain
increases (negative correlation). As the amount of weight lost a year
before pregnancy increases, the risk of excessive gestational weight gain
also increases (positive correlation)



Gradual weight loss from usual adult body weight to immediately before
pregnancy does not appear to have an effect on gestational weight gain



Adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy
predicts excessive gestational weight gain more than weight loss prior to
pregnancy



Adherence to a lifestyle intervention can effectively prevent excessive
gestational weight gain in pregnant women with an overweight/obese prepregnancy BMI. Additionally, women who may have experienced weight
loss prior to pregnancy can still benefit from a nutrition and exercise
program during pregnancy to prevent excessive gestational weight gain
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Important points to consider moving from Study 2 to Study 3:


Similar to Study 1, Study 2 also provided evidence that adherence is a key
factor in predicting the ‘success’ of a lifestyle intervention during
pregnancy



Study 2 provides evidence that a lifestyle intervention with high adherence
can be ‘successful’ among women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2



Study 2 suggests greater adherence is required to increase the number of
women who ‘successfully’ achieve the desired health outcome of lifestyle
interventions during pregnancy such as prevention of excessive
gestational weight gain



Effective strategies are required to increase program adherence to a
multiple behavior change program (nutrition AND exercise) during
pregnancy



A strategy to enhance adherence that has been suggested for multiple
behavior change programs is the introduction of nutrition and exercise
behaviors sequentially rather than simultaneously



The sequential approach of introducing behaviors has only been tested
among non-pregnant adults and the primary outcome of interest has also
been health-related. Both approaches are superior in comparison to a
standard care control group for improving a health outcome. However,
formal assessment of adherence other than retention, has not been
conducted
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Only by examining adherence as a primary outcome, can conclusions be
drawn on whether the sequential approach leads to superior adherence
than the simultaneous approach, which in turn leads to improved health
outcomes



In the non-pregnant population there is some evidence that exercise may
be a gateway behavior to nutrition. This implies that it may be
advantageous to introduce exercise before nutrition



Study 3 will test and compare adherence to introducing nutrition and
exercise behaviors sequentially compared to simultaneously during
pregnancy
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Chapter 4
Study 3: Sequential or simultaneous introduction of nutrition and exercise
behaviors during pregnancy – Which strategy improves program
adherence? A randomized controlled trial.
4.1 Introduction
Excessive gestational weight gain (EGWG) significantly increases the risk
for pregnancy complications that may impact both the mother and baby, including
later life obesity (1-3). Women who gain excessively during pregnancy are at an
increased risk for delivering babies with a birthweight >4000g (macrosomia) and
<2500g (low birth weight; LBW), which are both positively correlated with
childhood and adult obesity (4, 5). In North America, more than 50% of women
gain excessively during pregnancy (6). The Institute of Medicine (IOM) defines
EGWG as gaining above 16.0kg, 11.5kg, and 9.0kg for women with a prepregnancy body mass index (BMI) in normal weight (≥18.0-24.9 kg/m2),
overweight (≥25.0-29.9 kg/m2) and obese (≥30.0 kg/m2) categories respectively
(7).
Excessive gestational weight gain is a modifiable risk factor for pregnancy
complications and may be prevented by providing women with a lifestyle
intervention that includes both nutrition and exercise (8, 9). However, results of
individual studies have been inconsistent, with some studies successfully
achieving statistical significance favoring the intervention group while others
having a null effect (10, 11). A common limitation mentioned in many lifestyle
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interventions is low program adherence (12-15). Adherence is defined as the
degree to which individuals follow recommendations of healthcare providers,
including lifestyle behavior change goals (16). It has been suggested that lifestyle
interventions with low adherence are more likely to have a null effect on the
primary health outcome being investigated, as both the intervention and control
group may be performing similarly (16).
One potential strategy that may increase adherence to lifestyle
interventions during pregnancy, is the introduction of nutrition and exercise
behavior changes sequentially rather than simultaneously. Sequential
introduction may allow a period of time to master one set of behavior change
goals before adding the second (17, 18). Adherence to nutrition and exercise
constitute prime examples of behaviors that require the exertion of self-control
(i.e., ability to abstain from gratifying immediate needs and desires, inhibiting
strong impulses) and self-regulation (reducing the frequency and intensity of
strong impulses) (19). Researchers have identified lapses in self-regulation as a
key mediator of lifestyle change interventions (20). The ability to exert control
over oneself (i.e., self-regulate) has been shown to delay gratification from
immediate unhealthy needs and desires and engage in goal-directed behavior to
instigate long-term positive outcomes (21, 22). Research into self-regulation and
failure to control strong impulses has often adopted social cognitive models in
which self-regulation is viewed as a function of expectations, attitudes,
efficacious beliefs and intentions (23-25). It is reasonable to assume that
changing multiple behaviors together (nutrition and exercise), are likely to tax
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self-control resources and lead to self-regulatory failure more so than changing
sequential single behaviors (nutrition or exercise) (19).
Authors investigating non-pregnant adults reported that sequential and
simultaneous approaches of introducing behaviors improved health outcomes
equally compared to a standard care control group (18, 26). It is important to note
however that these studies have only evaluated adherence as retention (drop-out
rate), with no differences found between the simultaneous and sequential
approaches (18, 26). Furthermore, evidence from the non-pregnant literature
shows that exercise may be a gateway to nutrition behavior change. For
example, one study among older adults found that participants who reported
meeting exercise goals also showed an improvement in nutrition intake (27).
Similarly, a physical activity intervention among non-pregnant women reported
that women who met recommended physical activity goals also increased their
fruit and vegetable intake (28). This suggests that there may be an optimal
sequence to introducing multiple behavior changes (i.e., nutrition before exercise
or exercise before nutrition). The simultaneous versus sequential approach of
behavior change requires further investigation in terms of program adherence,
and to date has not been assessed among pregnant women for nutrition and
exercise behavior change.
As both nutrition and exercise have health benefits during pregnancy, the
purpose of the current study was to determine whether there is greater
adherence (primary outcome) to the goals of a lifestyle intervention (nutrition and
exercise) if the introduction of behaviors are sequential rather than simultaneous.
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Secondary outcomes included examining health outcomes of interest and
determining if the group with the highest adherence also reported lower
gestational weight gain on the program and prevalence of EGWG, birthweight,
macrosomia and LBW. It was hypothesized that greater adherence would be
found with the sequential introduction of nutrition or exercise compared to
presenting both behaviors simultaneously. Additionally, based on findings among
non-pregnant studies, higher adherence will be found in the group where
exercise is introduced first compared to first introducing nutrition behavior
change.
4.2 Methods
The current study was part of a larger superiority stratified randomized
controlled trial (RCT; ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02804061; Appendix D)
including three strategies and was completed following CONSORT guidelines for
a RCT (29). The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the Western
University Human Research Ethics Board (Appendix E). Healthy pregnant
women between 12-18 weeks gestation were recruited to participate through
social media, community advertisements and posters in physician and midwifery
clinics in London, Ontario, Canada. Participants were recruited from August 2016
to August 2018. All women provided written informed consent (Appendix F and
G). Before beginning the program, women were medically prescreened using the
PARMed-X for pregnancy (30) to assure that they were able to participate in a
physical activity intervention. Women were excluded if they had any
contraindications for exercise during pregnancy (31), were >18 weeks gestation,
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≤18 years of age, were not pregnant with a singleton, had diabetes during or
before pregnancy, smoked during pregnancy, were exceeding physical activity
guidelines during pregnancy as indicated on the PARMed-X for pregnancy (30,
31), or had any other chronic condition. Study participants and investigators were
not blinded to group assignment. Individuals checking data were blinded to
group.
Intervention Strategies
The current RCT had three intervention arms and was based on a
simultaneous approach previously examined in our lab (Nutrition and Exercise
Lifestyle Intervention Program; NELIP) (32, 33). The NELIP includes both a
nutrition and exercise component and has been successful in preventing EGWG
among women who have a normal weight (32) and overweight (33) prepregnancy BMI when participants had high adherence to the program (34).
Therefore, the current study is testing three strategies (Figure 4.1) including
nutrition and exercise components introduced together (simultaneous
introduction; Group A), nutrition first followed by exercise added at 25 weeks
gestation (sequential introduction; Group B) and exercise first followed by
nutrition added at 25 weeks gestation (sequential introduction; Group C) for the
effect on program adherence. Adherence to the program was measured until 36
weeks gestation (final assessment), however all women were encouraged to
followed nutrition and exercise goals until delivery.
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Figure 4.1 Diagram describing three strategies for timing of introducing the
nutrition and exercise components of a multiple behavior change program during
pregnancy.
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Nutrition Component: The meal plan was a modified gestational diabetic
diet that was designed to prevent gestational diabetes and allow for appropriate
gestational weight gain [33]. The meal plan included aiming for a total energy
intake of approximately 1800-2200 kcal/day, complex carbohydrates with an
overall goal of 200-250 g/day and eating three balanced meals with 3-4 snacks
per day (33).
Participants submitted a one-day food intake record and met with study
investigators once a week. During their weekly face to face visit, participants
were weighed and provided with individualized nutrition counselling including
ideas for snacks, discussions on how to improve meals, and opportunities for
asking additional questions. Food records were analyzed using Nutritionist ProTM
to determine total calorie and carbohydrate intake. To track their food intake,
women were given the options of using paper food logs, email logs, or an
application of their choice.
Exercise Component: The exercise component was a self-paced mild
intensity walking program (31). Participants submitted a weekly home exercise
log and met with study investigators once a week. During their weekly face to
face visit, participants were weighed and had a supervised walking session with
the study investigator. Walks began at 25 minutes with 2 minutes added each
week until a walk of 40 minutes was achieved and maintained until the end of the
intervention. Additionally, women were asked to walk at least two more times on
their own for a total of at least three walking sessions per week (33).
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To monitor the intensity of the walks, the ‘talk test’ (can maintain a
conversation while exercising, can converse but not sing) was used as it is a
non-intrusive and is an easily accessible option that women could follow on their
own, without the need of additional equipment (35). To track their walking
sessions outside of the laboratory setting, women were given the option of
submitting a weekly paper exercise log, email log, or using another application of
their choice.
Measurements
Demographic Characteristics: At baseline (12-18 weeks gestation),
women completed a weight and health history questionnaire (36). This
questionnaire included the following information: age, parity, education, ethnicity
and weight immediately before the current pregnancy. Height was measured
using a standard stadiometer.
Program Adherence (Primary Outcome): Adherence was measured on a
weekly basis by scoring the participants on meeting the goals of the nutrition
and/or exercise program using a previously developed system (34). There were
six goals in total, three goals for nutrition and three for exercise (total adherence
score out of 6). The adherence goals and measurement are described in Table
4.1. For the two sequential groups, until the second intervention was added, they
were scored out of three (three goals for nutrition or exercise) on a weekly basis.
All adherence scores were converted to a percentage. Average adherence was
calculated for each participant for the full program, from the beginning of the
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intervention until 25 weeks gestation and from 25 weeks gestation (second
behavior was added for the two sequential groups at this time) until 36 weeks
gestation (Figure 4.1). Additionally, we considered retention to the program
(evaluated drop-out rate) as a secondary measure of adherence to the
intervention strategies in order to determine if perhaps one method of introducing
the nutrition and exercise interventions resulted in an increased likelihood of
completing the program.
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Table 4.1. Weekly adherence scoring based on the goals of the nutrition and
exercise components of the three strategies.
WEEKLY PROGRAM GOALS

Nutrition Goals

Exercise Goals

Submit a one day
food intake record
(0.5 point);

Daily energy intake of
1800-2200 kcals
(0.5 point);

attend face to
face nutrition
counselling
session (0.5 point)

three balanced meals
and 3-4 snacks per
day
(0.5 point)

Submit a weekly
exercise record
(0.5 point);

Complete one
additional walk on
their own that week
for the allocated time
(1 point)

Attend one face to
face supervised
walking session
(0.5 point)

TOTAL
Daily carbohydrate
intake of 200-250 g
(1 point)

Total:
3 (%) points
per week

Complete a second
additional walk on
their own that week
for the allocated
time
(1 point)

Total:
3 (%) points
per week

Total Adherence:
6 goals=6 points per week

Adherence for Groups B (Nutrition introduced at 12-18 weeks followed by
sequential introduction of exercise at 25 weeks gestation) and C (Exercise
introduced at 12-18 weeks followed by sequential introduction of nutrition at 25
weeks gestation) was scored as a percentage of 3 until 25 weeks gestation
(when the second behavior was added).
All scores were converted to a percent value.
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Exit Survey: An exit survey was completed at the end of the intervention
to further inform program adherence by evaluating preference of the sequential
or simultaneous introduction of interventions and difficulty of the nutrition and
exercise goals. This survey asked participants to rank the difficulty level of the
nutrition and exercise goals on a Likert scale (1=Very Difficult; 2=Difficult;
3=Neutral; 4=Easy; 5=Very Easy). Additionally, participants were asked to
indicate if they preferred the group they were assigned or not.
Secondary Health Outcomes (Gestational weight gain on the program,
EGWG, birthweight, macrosomia and LBW): Using self-reported pre-pregnancy
weight and measured height, pre-pregnancy BMI was calculated. Gestational
weight gain on the program was measured as subtracting their weight from
program entry until their final visit on the program (36 weeks or if women
continued to come in past 36 weeks the last available weight measurement was
used). Excessive gestational weight gain was defined using the 2009 Institute of
Medicine guidelines (7). Regardless of pre-pregnancy BMI women are expected
to gain 2.0 kg in the first trimester (7). Following this, weekly gestational weight
gain is recommended to be no more than 0.50 kg, 0.33 kg and 0.27 kg for
women with a normal weight, overweight and obese pre-pregnancy BMI,
respectively (7). Therefore, EGWG on the program was individually determined
as gaining above the following equation: expected rate of weight gain according
to pre-pregnancy BMI (kg) X number of weeks on the program. Birthweight was
retrieved from an in-hospital visit within 6 to 18 hours after delivery. Macrosomia
and LBW were defined as birthweight >4000g and <2500g, respectively.
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All study visits were delivered by one investigator (TSN) who was trained
by an exercise physiologist and nutritionist to provide both the exercise and
nutrition components. All measurements were completed by the same
investigator.
Sample Size Calculation:
To our knowledge this is the first RCT where the primary outcome of
interest is program adherence for a nutrition and exercise intervention during
pregnancy, and an a priori sample size calculation was not completed. A posthoc power analysis was completed for all outcomes and observed power is
reported.
Randomization:
Stratified randomization was conducted, controlling for pre-pregnancy BMI
categories (normal weight, overweight and obese). Randomization occurred in
blocks of three (Groups A, B and C) for each pre-pregnancy BMI group. An
independent person not involved with administering or assessing the intervention
assigned participants to each group using sequentially numbered concealed
opaque envelopes.
Statistical Analysis:
An intent to treat approach was not followed in the current study for the
following reasons. Frist, for participants who completed the program there was
no item-level response missing data for program adherence (primary outcome)
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as they were followed and scored on a weekly basis. Therefore using
recommended intent to treat analysis approaches to handle missing data (i.e.,
multiple imputation) was not necessary (37). Furthermore, we might expect
differential loss (retention) across treatment conditions, which is another form of
adherence. Imputation of unit-level response missing data that are not at random
requires strong assumptions that may be hard to justify (38). Birth weight and exit
survey data were not available for 3 women, representing less than 10% of the
data. It has been recommended that imputation of missing data this low is not
required (39). For these reasons, all subsequent analyses included observed
data only.
One-Way ANOVA and Student’s T-Test were performed to compare
percent mean adherence to the full program and to nutrition and exercise goals
individually (overall program adherence; adherence from beginning of the
program to 25 weeks gestation; adherence from 25 weeks to 36 weeks
gestation). One-Way ANOVA was performed to compare gestational weight gain
on the program and birthweight between the three groups. Chi Square Analysis
was performed to compare the number of women who gained excessively while
on the program, prevalence of macrosomia and LBW between groups. One-Way
ANOVA was performed to compare demographic characteristics between
groups, including maternal age, parity and pre-pregnancy BMI. Other
demographic characteristics compared between groups including education and
ethnicity were assessed using Chi Square Analysis. Exit survey responses for
each group were compared using both One-Way ANOVA and Chi Square
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Analysis. Effect sizes were calculated following Cohen’s (1988, 1992) criteria (40,
41): Cohen’s d for Student’s T-Test: small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, large = 0.80;
Cramer’s V for Chi-Square Analysis: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large = 0.50;
and partial eta squared for One-Way ANOVA: small = 0.01, medium = 0.06, large
= 0.14. Additionally, 95% confidence intervals and power were reported for all
analyses. All statistical analyses were performed in SPSS Version 23.
4.3 Results:
Recruitment
One hundred and two pregnant women were assessed for eligibility, of
which 88 met the criteria and were randomized. Women who completed the
study were included in the final analysis: 17 women in Group A, 20 women in
Group B, 23 women in Group C. A participant flow diagram, including reasons for
drop-out is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 CONSORT flow diagram of three study groups.
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Demographics
There were no significant differences between the three groups for
demographic characteristics including pre-pregnancy BMI, age, education,
ethnicity and parity. Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 4.2.
There were no significant differences in demographic data between the women
who dropped out of the interventions and those who completed the program and
were included in the analysis.
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Table 4.2. Demographic characteristics of all participants in each strategy. All
data presented as mean±sd unless otherwise indicated.
Group A
(Simultaneous)
N=17

Group B
(Nutrition first)
N=20

Group C
(Exercise first)
N=23

Age (years)

32.6±4.3

31.7±3.1

32.3±3.3

Parity

0.4±0.7

0.3±0.6

0.3±0.8

Pre-Pregnancy BMI (kg/m2)

27.0±3.5

25.3±5.3

26.7±5.8

Normal Weight

6; 35

11; 55

12; 53

Overweight

8; 47

6; 30

7; 30

Obese

3; 18

3; 15

4; 17

15; 88

20; 100

21; 91

Asian

1; 6

0; 0

1; 4.5

Hispanic

1; 6

0; 0

0; 0

African American

0; 0

0; 0

1; 4.5

College

2; 12

3; 15

1; 4.5

Bachelors

5; 29

7; 35

13; 57

Masters

9; 53

7; 35

7; 30

Doctorate

1; 6

3; 15

2; 8.5

16.1±2.3

16.4±2.3

15.7±2.5

Pre-Pregnancy BMI Category (n; %)

Ethnicity (n; %)
Caucasian

Education (n; %)

Gestational Age at Program Entry (weeks)

Group A – Both nutrition and exercise introduced simultaneously; Group B Nutrition introduced first followed by sequential introduction of exercise at 25
weeks gestation; Group C Exercise introduced first followed by sequential
introduction of nutrition at 25 weeks gestation. All women followed both behavior
changes until the end of the program.
BMI – Body mass index
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Adherence Scores and Retention (Drop-out)
Average total adherence to the full program was statistically different (F (2,
57) = 7.51, p=0.001, ηp2=0.21, observed power=0.93) as adherence to Group C
(80.2±14.7%) was significantly higher than adherence in both Groups A
(60.9±17.9%, p=0.001) and B (66.8±16.7%; p=0.028). Average adherence was
statistically different from 25 weeks until 36 weeks gestation (F (2, 57) = 6.06,
p=0.004, ηp2=0.18, observed power=0.87) as Group C had higher adherence
(74.3±17.9%) than Group A (53.2±21.8%, p=0.03). For nutrition goals only, there
was no statistical differences found between Groups A and B from the beginning
of the program to 25 weeks gestation (t(35)=-0.81, p=0.42, Cohen’s d=0.02).
From 25 weeks to 36 weeks there was a statistical difference for adherence to
nutrition only (F (2, 57) = 3.74, p=0.03, ηp2=0.12, observed power=0.66), with
higher adherence to the nutrition goals in Group C (75.1±22.3%) than Group A
(56.6±21.4%, p=0.03), however not Group B (66.7±19.1, p=0.60). Although
trending towards significance, adherence to exercise goals only was not
statistically different between Groups A (76.1±18.2%) and C (86.1±15.0%) from
the beginning of the program to 25 weeks gestation (t(38)=-1.91, p=0.06,
Cohen’s d=0.09). There was no statistical difference for adherence to the
exercise goals only from 25 weeks to 36 weeks gestation (F (2, 57) = 1.47,
p=0.24, ηp2=0.05, observed power=0.30). Although not significant, fewer women
dropped out of Group C (n=6, 21%) than Groups A (n=12, 41%) and B (n=10,
33%; 2 (2, N=88) = 2.91, p=0.23, Cramer’s V=0.18). Adherence data are
presented in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3. Program adherence and responses to exit survey for each strategy
completed at the end of the intervention. All data presented as mean±sd [95%
Confidence Intervals] unless otherwise indicated.

Full program adherence (%)

Adherence from beginning of program to
25 weeks gestation (%)

Group A

Group B

Group C

(Simultaneous)

(Nutrition
first)

(Exercise
first)

N=17

N=20

N=23

60.9±17.9
[51.6, 70.1]

66.8±16.7
[58.9, 74.6]

80.2±14.7*
[73.8, 86.5]

Effect
Size

0.21

68.8±17.0
[60.1, 77.6]

Adherence to Nutrition Only

67.6±16.3
[59.2, 76.0]

Adherence to Exercise Only

76.1±18.2
[66.7, 85.4]

72.6±20.9
[62.9, 82.5]

0.02

86.1±15.0*
[79.6, 92.6]

0.09

53.2±21.8
[42.0, 64.5]

63.0±17.7
[54.8, 71.3]

74.3±17.9*
[66.5, 82.0]

0.18

56.6±21.4
[45.6, 67.6]

66.7±19.1
[57.8, 75.6]

75.1±22.3+
[65.3, 84.9]

0.13

Adherence to Nutrition Only

62.6±29.6
[47.4, 77.8]

65.8±21.3
[55.9, 75.8]

74.5±19.0
[66.3, 82.7]

0.05

Adherence to Exercise Only

3.0±0.7
[2.7, 3.4]

3.3±1.1
[2.7, 3.8]

3.5±0.9
[3.2, 4.0]

0.05

3.4±1.2
[2.7, 4.0]

3.7±0.8
[3.3, 4.1]

3.9±0.9
[3.5, 4.3]

0.05

11; 65

4; 21

12; 55

0.28

Program adherence from 25 weeks to 36
weeks
gestation (%)

Nutrition Difficulty (/5)

Exercise Difficulty (/5)

Preferred the order received? (n;%)

Group A Both nutrition and exercise introduced simultaneously; Group B Nutrition
introduced first followed by sequential introduction of exercise at 25 weeks
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gestation; Group C Exercise introduced first followed by sequential introduction
of nutrition at 25 weeks gestation. All women followed both behavior changes
until the end of the program.
Nutrition and exercise difficulty scored on a scale of 5 where 1=Very Difficult,
2=Difficult, 3=Neutral, 4=Easy, 5=Very Easy
Adherence from the beginning of the program to 25 weeks for Group B is
nutrition data only, for Group C is exercise data only and Group A includes both
nutrition and exercise
*p<0.05 comparing Group C to Group A and Group B
+p<0.05

comparing Group C to Group A

Large and medium effect sizes are depicted in bold referring to Cohen’s (1988,
1992) criteria: Cohen’s d for Student’s T-Test: small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, large
= 0.80; Cramer’s V for Chi-Square analysis: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large =
0.50; and partial eta squared for One-Way ANOVA: small = 0.01, medium = 0.06,
large = 0.14.
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Exit Survey Results
Overall, there was no difference between groups when asked to rank the
difficulty level of both nutrition and exercise (F (2, 55) = 1.56, p=0.22, ηp2=0.05,
observed power=0.32). Twenty-nine percent, (n=5), 40% (n=8) and 65% (n=15)
indicated that nutrition was “easy” or “very easy” in Group A, Group B and Group
C, respectively. Fifty-three percent (n=9), 70% (n=11) and 73% (n=17) indicated
that exercise was “easy” or “very easy” in Group A, Group B and Group C,
respectively. Although not significant, more women in Group A (n=11, 65%) and
Group C (n=12, 55%) indicated that they received the order of the intervention
they would have preferred than women in Group B (n=4, 21%; 2 (4, N=58) =
8.86, p=0.06, Cramer’s V=0.27). Table 4.3 includes data from the exit survey.
Health Outcomes (Gestational weight gain on the program, EGWG, Birthweight,
Macrosomia, LBW)
There was a significant difference in gestational weight gain from program
entry to delivery (F (2, 57) = 3.22, p=0.04, ηp2=0.10, observed power=0.59) as
Group C gained significantly less weight (7.7±2.2 kg) than Group B (9.8±2.8 kg,
p=0.04) but not Group A (9.1±3.5 kg, p=0.35) while engaged in the intervention
strategies. There was no significant difference between the three groups for the
number of women who exceeded gestational weight gain guidelines ( 2 (2, N=60)
= 0.95, p=0.62, Cramer’s V=0.13). From program entry to 25 weeks gestation
there was no significant differences observed for gestational weight gain (F (2,
57) = 1.15, p=0.33, ηp2=0.04, observed power=0.24) and the number of women
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who exceeded gestational weight gain recommendations (2 (2, N=60) = 1.25,
p=0.53, Cramer’s V=0.15). There was no significant difference in birthweight
among the three groups (F (2, 57) = 2.17, p=0.12, ηp2=0.07, observed
power=0.43). There was no significant difference in the incidence of macrosomia
between the three groups (2 (2, N=57) = 4.92, p=0.09, Cramer’s V=0.29) and
there were no cases of LBW in all groups. All babies were born at term (>37
weeks gestation). Gestational weight gain and birthweight data are presented in
Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Health Outcomes: gestational weight gain on the program and
birthweight for all strategies. All data presented as mean±sd [95% Confidence
Intervals], unless otherwise indicated.
Group A
(Simultaneous)

Group B
(Nutrition first)

Group C
(Exercise first)

Effect
Size

N=17

N=20

N=23

9.1±3.5
[7.4, 11.0]

9.8±2.8
[8.5, 11.2]

7.7±2.2*
[6.8, 8.7]

0.10

4; 24

6; 30

4; 17

0.13

4.2±1.9
[3.2, 5.2]

3.8±1.6
[3.1, 4.6]

3.4±1.6
[2.9, 3.9]

0.04

6; 35

9; 45

8; 35

0.15

3539±540
[3261, 3817]

3392±311
[3246, 3538]

3262±394
[3091, 3432]

0.07

Macrosomia (n, %)

3; 18

0; 0

1; 4

0.29

Low Birth Weight (n, %)

0; 0

0; 0

0; 0

Weight gain from program entry to
delivery (kg)

Gestational weight gain above
recommendations (n, %)
Weight gain from program entry to 25
weeks gestation (kg)
Gestational weight gain above
recommendations (n, %)

Birthweight (g)

Group A – Both nutrition and exercise introduced simultaneously; Group B Nutrition introduced first followed by sequential introduction of exercise at 25
weeks gestation; Group C - Exercise introduced first followed by sequential
introduction of nutrition at 25 weeks gestation. All women followed both behavior
changes until the end of the program.
Macrosomia was defined as birthweight >4000g; Low birth weight was defined as
birthweight <2500g
*p<0.05 comparing Group C to B
Large and medium effect sizes are depicted in bold referring to Cohen’s (1988,
1992) criteria: Cohen’s d for Student’s T-Test: small = 0.20, medium = 0.50, large
= 0.80; Cramer’s V for Chi-Square analysis: small = 0.10, medium = 0.30, large
0.50; and partial eta squared for One-Way ANOVA: small = 0.01, medium = 0.06,
large = 0.14.
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4.4 Discussion
The results of the current study suggested that sequential introduction of
exercise first followed by nutrition was associated with a significant increase in
adherence to program recommendations during pregnancy. Nutrition may
potentially be a more challenging intervention than exercise. Compared to
exercise, fewer women ranked nutrition as “easy” or “very easy” on the exit
survey and fewer women indicated that they preferred to be in the nutrition first
group. It has been suggested that performing exercise first can be a gateway to
nutrition interventions (27, 28). Perhaps mastering one change (exercise)
improves motivation to then also complete the second intervention (nutrition),
which results in overall improved adherence to a multiple behavior change
program. In the current study we saw that all groups had a decline in their
adherence as the program progressed from the beginning of the intervention to
25 weeks and from 25 weeks to 36 weeks gestation, however overall adherence
for Group C remained higher in comparison to both Groups A and B even when
the nutrition behavior change goals were added.
The current study also found a significant difference in weight gain that
favored Group C over Groups B and A. These results are supported by
McDonald et al., (2016) as they found that studies with higher adherence were
more likely to show a significant difference favoring the intervention group for
gestational weight gain than studies that had lower adherence (42). Additionally,
there were non-significant small effects that favored group C for the prevention of
EGWG, suggesting that the sequential approach may be superior to the
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simultaneous behavior change approach for improving health outcomes during
pregnancy. This is in line with findings from a recent meta-analysis that used
individual patient data as they found a small positive effect of exercise
interventions during pregnancy on preventing EGWG (43). The overall
prevalence of excessive gestational weight gain from program entry to the end of
the intervention was 23%, whereas approximately 50% of the general pregnant
population gains excessively (4). This is evidence that a nutrition and exercise
intervention during pregnancy can promote appropriate gestational weight gain.
Our findings suggest that the sequential approach with exercise introduced first,
can increase program adherence and as a result more women will be likely to
achieve desired health outcomes including controlling gestational weight gain.
There is no gold standard for measuring adherence to lifestyle
interventions (16). A commonly used adherence measurement method, used
often in medical trials, is evaluating program completion and attrition (16). In the
current study, although not statistically significant, fewer women dropped out of
Group C than both A and B, suggesting adherence was higher in Group C with
more women able to continue to commit to the program. Therefore, if adherence
was viewed in terms of drop-out rate, the results of the current study would still
favor Group C.
To our knowledge this is the first study to assess the sequential versus
simultaneous approach to introducing a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy
with program adherence as the primary outcome. We used an adherence
measurement tool that incorporated both the nutrition and exercise goals of the
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intervention, and our study was adequately powered to detect a difference
between the three groups for full program adherence (primary outcome). In
addition, all participants were followed and scored for adherence on a weekly
basis which led to having complete data for program adherence. Adherence was
also considered and measured as retention to the behavior change strategies.
Additional strengths include the incorporation of an exit survey on participant
preference and perceived difficulty of the interventions as factors that may
influence adherence. Another strength is that all three groups had the same
number of face to face visits with study investigators. Limitations of the current
study included the use of self-reported measurement tools (nutrition and exercise
logs) and the exit survey was not validated. Additionally, the current study was
not powered to detect significant differences for the health outcomes evaluated.
Future interventions can use the results from the current study to determine an
adequate sample size to test the effectiveness of the simultaneous or sequential
approaches on specific health outcomes with the assessment of program
adherence. Additionally, the demographic of women included were mostly
Caucasian, had received higher education and had self-selected to participate in
a lifestyle intervention before randomization, therefore the results may not be
generalizable to all diverse pregnant populations. Finally, as women were
recruited between 12-18 weeks gestation it was possible that some participants
engaged in the first behavior longer than others before the second behavior was
added at 25 weeks gestation. A range was selected to improve recruitment and
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perhaps with a larger sample size it may be valuable to assess if the potential
additional weeks on the intervention had an effect on program adherence.
4.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, adherence to intervention goals during pregnancy was
improved by introducing exercise first followed by nutrition. Improving adherence
to nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy may promote positive
health outcomes. Future studies should aim to encompass a more diverse
sample and adherence should be measured and reported in all lifestyle
interventions during pregnancy. By increasing adherence to nutrition and
exercise goals during pregnancy the efficacy of interventions may improve and
increase overall achievement of positive health outcomes for both mom and
baby.
4.6 Study 3 Key Points:


Introducing nutrition and exercise behaviors sequentially, with exercise
first followed by nutrition, can increase adherence to intervention goals
during pregnancy



There is some evidence that the sequential approach of exercise followed
by nutrition leads to better health outcomes (i.e., less gestational weight
gain and EGWG throughout the program)



Introducing exercise first followed by nutrition will increase program
adherence and therefore more women may be able to achieve the desired
weight health outcomes
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Overall, the findings of this dissertation provide evidence that adherence is
a key factor in determining the success of a nutrition and exercise intervention
during pregnancy. Study 1 assessed lifestyle interventions during pregnancy and
determined that interventions that ‘successfully’ achieve the a priori decided upon
health outcome showed significantly higher participant adherence than studies
that had a null effect. Study 2 explored the potential of other factors (weight
fluctuations prior to pregnancy) in addition to program adherence that may
contribute to the success or failure of a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy
among women with a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25 kg/m2. Results of study 2 showed
that low adherence had a stronger effect on increasing the risk of excessive
gestational weight gain than weight fluctuations before pregnancy. Therefore,
Study 2 also provides evidence that program adherence is a strong predictive
factor for the success of lifestyle interventions during pregnancy for women with
a BMI ≥25 kg/m2. Finally, Study 3 tested potential strategies to improve program
adherence. Study 3 tested adherence to nutrition and exercise goals when
behavior changes were introduced sequentially compared to simultaneous
introduction. Results of Study 3 showed that the sequential introduction of
exercise first followed by nutrition leads to higher adherence, compared to
nutrition being introduced first and the simultaneous approach. There was also
some evidence that this sequential approach led to better pregnancy weight
health outcomes. Taken together, the three studies in this dissertation provided
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evidence to support the need to measure, report and increase adherence to
nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy to improve health
outcomes.
Study 1 builds upon previous systematic reviews and meta-analyses that
have explored the effectiveness of nutrition and exercise interventions during
pregnancy with adherence as a key limitation reported among included studies
(1-4). Study 1 determined that adherence was significantly higher among
interventions that successfully met primary health outcomes versus studies that
favored a control group or had a null effect. Study 1 provides the key application
message which is, in order for the results of a study to be interpreted correctly
lifestyle interventions should measure and report adherence. Furthermore, it was
statistically determined that at least 70% adherence was required for a
‘successful’ pregnancy lifestyle intervention.
Previous research has suggested that women with a pre-pregnancy BMI
≥25 kg/m2 are more likely to report lower adherence to nutrition and exercise
recommendations during pregnancy than women with a normal weight BMI (4-6).
Women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2 may be told by their healthcare provider to lose
weight in order to improve chances of fertility and pregnancy outcomes (7).
Results of Study 2 suggested that weight loss in the year before pregnancy does
in fact predict excessive gestational weight gain, however low adherence to
nutrition and exercise recommendations was a stronger predictor. Furthermore,
rapid weight loss immediately before pregnancy was more likely to increase the
risk for excessive gestational weight gain than gradual weight loss over a longer
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period of time. Potential application of Study 2 may be emphasizing caution for
healthcare providers who suggest weight loss pre-conception and increase
promotion for nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy.
Gradual weight loss before pregnancy, with high adherence to a healthy lifestyle
approach during pregnancy may prevent excessive gestational weight gain. Both
Studies 1 and 2 highlighted adherence as a key factor in predicting the success
of a lifestyle intervention and therefore effective strategies are needed to improve
adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations.
An effective strategy to potentially protect/enhance self-control and selfregulatory resources when initiating multiple behavior change in an intervention
may be the sequential introduction of nutrition and exercise behaviors (8).
Results from Study 3 showed that women who received exercise first followed by
nutrition had significantly higher adherence to the intervention compared to those
women who received nutrition first or both behaviors simultaneously. Some
evidence, albeit less conclusive, also was found that this sequential approach led
to better weight related health outcomes (i.e., less weight gain and EGWG
throughout the program). The key application message from Study 3 is that
introducing exercise first followed by nutrition may be an effective way to
increase program adherence and as a result more women may be able to meet
nutrition and exercise goals during pregnancy, and in turn reduce their risk of
excessive gestational weight gain. Through extension, by increasing the number
of women who ‘successfully’ adhere to nutrition and exercise recommendations
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during pregnancy, future chronic diseases, including obesity, may be prevented
in both mom and baby.
5.1 Future Work
Measure, evaluate and report adherence to all lifestyle-based interventions
Researchers developing lifestyle interventions should measure and report
adherence. In the current dissertation the population of interest was pregnant
women, however the concept of measuring and reporting adherence can be
applied to all population groups and lifestyle interventions. By measuring
adherence, investigators will be certain that the participants in the intervention
are performing the required goals and therefore the observed results are a direct
reflection of the intervention. Although the current dissertation provides evidence
that adherence may be a key factor in determining the ‘success’ of lifestyle
interventions, further investigation is required including measuring the potential
mediation effect adherence may have. Overall, through this work it has been
suggested that high adherence is needed to improve the ‘success’ of an
intervention and although this may be true in many interventions, all levels of
adherence provide valuable information to interpret the results of an intervention.
For example, a study that has low adherence and results still favor the
intervention group may be evidence that further investigation is required into
potential co-variates that are influencing the results. Adherence may also be high
yet results do not favor the intervention. This may suggest that the design of the
intervention was not adequate to achieve the desired outcomes. Finally, low
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adherence and a lack of favorability towards the intervention may perpetuate
further research to determine and address potential barriers that are preventing
participants from adhering to the intervention. To determine if adherence (low or
high) is contributing the results of the intervention, the mediation effect should be
tested. Measuring, evaluating and reporting adherence to lifestyle interventions
will further inform the success of future studies.
A gold standard method for measuring adherence to nutrition and exercise
recommendations does not exist. Common methods to measure adherence
include attendance to sessions, submission of exercise or nutrition logs,
pedometers or accelerometers and completion of a program (9). Regardless of
the measurement tools being used, all lifestyle interventions have goals that
participants should ideally be meeting (for example: attending a certain number
of exercise sessions, achieving a specific length of time for exercise, eating a
recommended number of calories). It is recommended that the selected
adherence measurement system should adequately capture whether participants
are meeting the goals of the intervention or not (9).
Building on this, perhaps a universal method to measure and evaluate
adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations would include scoring
participants on achieving the goals of an intervention. Study investigators should
state the goals of their lifestyle intervention a priori, identify effective adherence
measurement tools that will be used to evaluate if participants achieve these
goals, or not, and finally, provide an adherence score at the end of the
intervention indicating the degree to which participants achieved the study goals.
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This method was used in Study 3. This adherence measurement method can be
used universally because the goals of the intervention direct the evaluation and
scoring system. Authors can modify and personalize all lifestyle interventions
using this adherence measurement evaluation system accordingly.
Determine effective strategies to increase program adherence
The current dissertation tested the simultaneous versus sequential
approach to improve adherence to a multiple behavior change program (nutrition
and exercise) during pregnancy. The delivery method of the behavior change
program should be examined further. For example, face to face delivery of
lifestyle interventions has a positive effect on program adherence (11). Study 1
reiterated this finding. Futures studies should test the effectiveness of face to
face delivery of lifestyle interventions in comparison to other approaches, such as
online or smart phone messaging, to further evaluate delivery methods. As
current research is trending towards the online delivery of lifestyle interventions
(12), it would be important to determine what effect online delivery may have on
program adherence or perhaps combining face to face time within an online
intervention.
Self-monitoring resources increase adherence to program
recommendations (11). Study 1 showed that the use of self-monitoring was not
related to adherence, which was a surprising finding based on the literature.
Future studies should evaluate self-monitoring as an adherence strategy by
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considering the type of self-monitoring tool, and how often and how well
participants use self-monitoring resources.
Additionally, an effective adherence strategy should consider behaviors
prior to pregnancy in those women with a pre-pregnancy BMI ≥25 kg/m2 who lost
weight before their pregnancy to assure women maintain adherence to nutrition
and exercise recommendations during pregnancy. Pregnant women who have
experienced recent weight loss may require additional support to maintain
adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations, especially for women with
a pre-pregnancy BMI of obese, as they may be told by healthcare providers to
lose weight prior to pregnancy to improve health outcomes and chances of
fertility.
Finally, an additional strategy to test to improve adherence would be
delivering interventions in a group setting in comparison to one on one.
According to group dynamics theory, adherence to an intervention may increase
when two or more individuals come together for a common goal (13). In a group
setting there may be an increase in accountability and therefore attendance to
face to face sessions may improve (13). Research in the post-partum has shown
that group fitness classes are well received especially as women enjoy
socializing with other mothers (14). Future research should compare adherence
to a program delivered in a group setting or one on one.
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Applying lifestyle behavior change within clinical settings
Pregnancy is known as a ‘teachable moment’ as women are considering
their own health and also the health of the growing fetus (15). During pregnancy,
the point of contact with healthcare providers increases as women have more
appointments (15). This may mean that healthcare providers have more
opportunities to discuss lifestyle behavior change and therefore they may be key
agents for promoting healthy behaviors during pregnancy.
Research among non-pregnant individuals has shown that when
healthcare providers prescribe nutrition and/or exercise behavior change,
participants are more likely to engage in these health behaviors (16). Perhaps
future research should advocate for the inclusion of lifestyle prescription during
prenatal care. The results of this dissertation provide evidence that greater
adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy can
improve health outcomes, therefore by engaging healthcare providers perhaps
more women will adhere to lifestyle behaviors during pregnancy. Future research
should test the clinical application of these research findings by evaluating
adherence to nutrition and exercise recommendations during pregnancy when
prescribed by a healthcare provider.
Continue to conduct superiority randomized controlled trials for lifestyle behavior
change during pregnancy
It is especially challenging to move away from the standard randomized
controlled trial design (intervention and standard care control group) because
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randomized controlled trials are recognized as the gold standard for research.
Randomized controlled trials are indeed important and effective methods of
research. For lifestyle interventions during pregnancy where there are many
health benefits of exercise (17) and nutrition (18), randomized controlled trials
are important but consideration should also be given to going beyond a standard
care control group that does not include any lifestyle behaviors as this may mean
women are being denied important health benefits. Instead, more research is
required to determine effective strategies to improve interventions for all women.
With the negative effects related to inactivity and poor nutrition during pregnancy,
standard care itself should include some form of nutrition and exercise.
Across all three studies a common theme observed was that a lifestyle
intervention including nutrition and exercise during pregnancy had a positive
effect on health outcomes. This may mean that women who are randomized to a
standard care control group are being denied the potential opportunity to engage
in lifestyle behaviors that may improve pregnancy outcomes for both mom and
baby. Therefore the next step may be to change standard care to incorporate
lifestyle prescription. Furthermore, if standard care did include lifestyle related
prescriptions such as nutrition and exercise, the next step for research studies
may be to determine how to strengthen interventions by increasing program
adherence to assure more women are having a healthy pregnancy, rather than
testing the difference between a lifestyle intervention and no intervention at all.
According to the results of this dissertation, a lifestyle intervention can be
effective for all women if they adhere to the goals of the intervention.
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Long term effect of program adherence
According to the Developmental Origins of Health Disease theory,
exposures during pregnancy may program chronic disease risk including later life
obesity (19). Trials with high levels of adherence are required to adequately
assess the effect of nutrition and exercise interventions during pregnancy on long
term outcomes in the postpartum period. Women who ‘successfully’ adhere to
lifestyle behaviors during pregnancy may be more likely to maintain healthy
practices in the postpartum period. Furthermore, improving nutrition and exercise
behaviors may also have an effect on healthy behaviors for families. By
supporting women during pregnancy with maintaining adherence to nutrition and
exercise goals they will be equipped with the knowledge, motivation and
resources to promote an active lifestyle and appropriate nutrition behaviors within
their family. This may increase physical activity levels and healthy eating habits
among children and have a positive effect on reducing both childhood and adult
obesity.
5.2 Strengths and Limitations
This is the first lifestyle-based dissertation that has focused on measuring
adherence as the primary outcome for nutrition and exercise intervention
strategies during pregnancy. Previous research on nutrition and exercise
programs during pregnancy has focused on measuring behavior change and/or
the effect of lifestyle behavior change on specific health outcomes. By focusing
on adherence and using the results of this dissertation as a template, all health
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outcomes and other population groups can be examined (For example: compare
adherence to ‘successful’ and ‘unsuccessful’ lifestyle interventions in a specific
population group [study 1]; determining if adherence can predict a specific health
outcome [study 2]; and measuring and comparing adherence to the sequential
and simultaneous introduction of nutrition and exercise behaviors in a population
group for specific health behaviors [study 3]). The overall findings of this
dissertation appear to be generalizable and applicable to lifestyle behavior
change research at large.
All participants are self-selected and that may contribute to limitations of
the current dissertation. For Study 1, all included studies in the systematic review
had women who chose to participate in a lifestyle intervention during pregnancy.
Similarly, in both Studies 2 and 3, women self-selected to join the lifestyle
intervention. This may mean that adherence was higher because women were
motivated to participate in a lifestyle program and perhaps results would vary in a
clinical setting. Future research is required to assess the effect of adherence on
nutrition and exercise prescriptions during pregnancy in a clinical environment.
The theoretical framework (self-control and self-regulation theories) used
in Study 3 also has limitations. Recent reports have criticized self-control and
self-regulation theories mainly for the inability to replicate previous results and
because it is difficult to demonstrate the depletion of self-control and regulation
resources within a laboratory setting (20). For example, Carter et al. (20)
completed a meta-analysis to evaluate the effect of ego depletion and overall the
results were non-conclusive. Results showed only a small effect size supporting
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the depletion of self-control and regulation resources influencing behaviors (20).
Furthermore, previous studies that have attempted to deplete self-control and
regulation resources have done so using a variety of different methods and only
in short bouts (20). For example previous studies have asked individuals to
complete difficult cognitive tasks and then refrain from indulging in unhealthy
foods such as freshly baked cookies (21). Overall, the task used to deplete selfcontrol and regulation resources have not represented the subsequent behavior
change task that requires self-control and/or regulation (21). Study 3 however,
may represent a more valid way of depleting self-control and regulation
resources as participants were asked to carry out nutrition and exercise
behaviors over a longer period of time and outside of a laboratory setting.
However Study 3 did not include any measurement methods in order to
determine if there was a depletion effect.
Furthermore, Study 3 did not include a method to determine the mechanism
contributing to low or high adherence to each individual strategy. One
mechanism that has been proposed to explain successful behavior change is
self-efficacy (innate confidence to complete a task or behavior; 22). It may be
possible that all participants had a high level of self-efficacy for lifestyle behavior
change at the beginning of the program which may explain why they selfselected to participate in a lifestyle intervention. However, perhaps the group
introduced to exercise first was able to maintain their level of self-efficacy and
therefore their adherence was high from the beginning to the end of the program,
even when the additional nutrition behavior change component was added.
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Whereas the group introduced to both nutrition and exercise simultaneously and
nutrition only, may have experienced a decrease in self-efficacy and
consequently had low program adherence. To improve Study 3, perhaps
questionnaires for evaluating self-control and regulation resources and the level
of self-efficacy should be added at the beginning, at 25 weeks gestation (when
the second behavior was added) and at the end of intervention.
An additional limitation is the homogeneity of the population in all three
studies. The majority of the studies (in Studies 1-3) included Caucasian women
with higher education. As well, the average BMI across all three studies was in
the normal weight up to Class I obesity category (≥18.0-35.0 kg/m2). As the North
American population continues to become more diverse and the prevalence of
obesity is increasing, perhaps different adherence strategies are required based
on characteristics such as culture, beliefs and values, education, socio-economic
status and for women who enter pregnancy with Class II or III obesity.
Finally, this dissertation viewed adherence as the degree to which patient
behaviors coincide with the recommendations of a healthcare provider (9). This
definition and measurement method has mostly been used when evaluating
adherence to medical regimens (9). This definition can also be applied to lifestyle
behaviors as it takes into account the fact that participants may not be fully
adherent to the goals of a program, but can have partial adherence (0% - 100%
adherence; 9). Other definitions of adherence have included viewing adherence
as a feasibility measure and completion of a program (23-26). As a feasibility
measure, if participants cannot adhere to a program then this is evidence for low
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feasibility (23). When adherence is viewed as completion of a program,
individuals who drop out of an intervention are considered non-adherent (25).
Although Study 3 also assessed adherence as a measure of drop-out, the overall
dissertation did not assess other measures of adherence besides viewing
adherence on a gradient from 0 to 100 percent. To further investigate the role of
adherence in program ‘success’, adherence should be tested in multiple ways
including the degree of following recommendations, feasibility and program
completion.
5.3 Conclusion:
It has been shown through this dissertation that adherence is a key factor
in determining the success of a nutrition and exercise intervention during
pregnancy for improving health outcomes, including prevention of excessive
gestational weight gain. Specifically, this dissertation determined that at least
70% adherence to lifestyle interventions is recommended in order to improve
health outcomes during pregnancy. Adherence remains the strongest predictor
for intervention success among women with a BMI ≥25 kg/m2, who may have
experienced weight fluctuations prior to pregnancy. Therefore in order to
increase the number of women who are having a healthy pregnancy, effective
adherence strategies are required. One such strategy may be introducing
multiple behaviors sequentially rather than simultaneously. This dissertation
found that introducing exercise first followed by nutrition will increase adherence
to the goals of the intervention. By increasing adherence to nutrition and exercise
interventions during pregnancy, and adopting a successful approach into
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standard care, more women will have a healthy pregnancy and this may reduce
the risk for excessive gestational weight gain and later life chronic diseases,
including obesity.
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Appendices
Appendix A: PROSPERO Registration for Study 1.
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Appendix B: Search strategy for Medline for Study 1.
POPULATION:
Search ((((Pregnancy) OR Gestational) OR "pregnant"[All Fields]) OR
Pregnancies) OR Maternal OR Prenatal OR Fetal OR Fetus OR Foetal OR
Foetus OR Perinatal OR Prepartum

INTERVENTION:
(exercise) OR "Physical Exercise") OR "Isometric Exercise") OR "Aerobic
Exercise") OR "Resistance Exercise") OR "Strength Training") OR "Plyometric
Exercise") OR "Stretching Exercises") OR "Weight Bearing") OR Weightbearing)
OR Pilates) OR "Motor Activity") OR "training"[All Fields]) OR “Fitness Training”)
OR “Yoga Exercises” OR Yoga OR “Abdominal exercise” OR “Moderate to
Vigorous Physical Activity” OR “Leisure Time Physical Activity” OR “Physical
Fitness” OR “Physical Endurance” OR “Strenuous Activity” OR “Exercise
Movement Techniques” OR “Physical Exertion” OR Sports OR “Sedentary
Lifestyle” OR “Aerobic capacity” OR “Aerobic exercise” OR “Muscle Strength”
OR
(nutrition) OR diet OR “dietary habits” OR meal OR “meal plan” OR food OR
“food intake”

OUTCOMES:

(adherence) OR compliance OR attendance OR goals OR accomplish OR
“patient adherence” OR achievement
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Appendix C: Weight and Health History Questionnaire used in Study 2.
Unique Identifier:
Today’s date:
Postal Code:

Weight & Health History Questionnaire
Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability. All of the
answers gained through this survey will be held in the strictest of confidence.
Section A – Background Information:
1) What is your date of birth? _____________________ (day, month, year)
2) What is your ethnic background?
Caucasian
Métis,

Inuit )

Hispanic
Asian

Aboriginal (please circle: First Nations,
African American

Other, please specify

_________________
3) What is your height? ____________ feet ____________ inches, OR ____________
centimeters
4) What education level did you complete? Please check all that apply.
Elementary school

High school

College

University (please circle: certificate, bachelor, master, doctorate)
Other, please specify________________

Section B – Current Pregnancy:
5) What has been your usual adult body weight? ____________ pounds, OR
____________ kilograms
6) How much weight did you plan to gain during this pregnancy?
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____________ pounds, OR ____________ kilograms

7) How much weight have you gained so far during this pregnancy?
____________ pounds, OR ____________ kilograms
8) What was your body weight one year before this pregnancy?
____________ pounds, OR ____________ kilograms
9) What was your body weight immediately before this pregnancy?
____________ pounds, OR ____________ kilograms
10) Were you actively trying to reduce your body weight in the year before this
pregnancy?
No

If Yes, how much weight did you lose? ____________ pounds, OR

____________ kilograms
11) What have your eating habits been like in the year before this pregnancy? Check
all that apply.
one meal per day, specify when ____________________________________
two meals per day, specify when _____________________________________
three meals per day
snack(s) every day, specify when
______________________________________________
Special diet, please specify name
___________________________________________________________
Trying to follow Canada’s Food Guide to Healthy Eating
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Other nutrition plan, please specify
__________________________________________________________

12) What has your pattern of physical activity been like in the year before this
pregnancy?
Type of

Frequency

Average

Intensity

Location

(low, medium,

(home,

high)

outdoors, gym,

Duration
Physical
Activity

of your exercise
sessions
_________

etc.)

_________
minutes

time(s) per
week
_________

_________
minutes

time(s) per
week
_________

_________
minutes

time(s) per
week
_________

_________
minutes

time(s) per
week

13) How would you qualify your current level of stress on most days?
No stress.
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Low stress level.
Moderate stress level.
High stress level. You perceive it as a problem.
14) Is this your first pregnancy?
No

Yes

Section C – Previous Pregnancies:
15) Please fill the following chart.
Age
you

Body weight you

Weight you gained

Weight retained

were immediately

during pregnancy

after pregnancy

before pregnancy

were
1st

(never really lost)
_________pounds,

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

_________pounds,

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

OR __________kg

pregnancy

2nd
pregnancy

3rd
pregnancy

4th
pregnancy

5th
pregnancy
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Other pregnancies:
______________________________________________________________________
______
16) For each pregnancy, what were the gestational age, gender and approximate birth
weight and length?
Gestational

Gender

Birth weight

Birth Length

_________

_________pounds

_________inches,

weeks

___________ounces,

Age

1st baby

OR

2nd baby

OR __________kg

__________cm

_________

_________pounds

_________inches,

weeks

___________ounces,
OR

3rd baby

OR __________kg

__________cm

_________

_________pounds

_________inches,

weeks

___________ounces,
OR

4th baby

OR __________kg

__________cm

_________

_________pounds

_________inches,

weeks

___________ounces,
OR

5th baby

OR __________kg

__________cm

_________

_________pounds

_________inches,

weeks

___________ounces,
OR
OR __________kg

__________cm
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Other babies:
______________________________________________________________________
_________
17) Please indicate how you fed your baby(ies).

Breastfeeding
started

Duration of

Age

Age at

breastfeeding

breastfeeding

introduction of

only

was stopped

first solid
foods

1st baby

2nd baby

3rd baby

4th baby

5th baby

____ Yes, ____

_________

_________

_________

No

months

months

months

____ Yes, ____

_________

_________

_________

No

months

months

months

____ Yes, ____

_________

_________

_________

No

months

months

months

____ Yes, ____

_________

_________

_________

No

months

months

months

____ Yes, ____

_________

_________

_________

No

months

months

months

Other babies:
____________________________________________________________________

Section D – Weight History:
18) What was your birth weight? ____________ pounds _____________ ounces, OR
____________ kilograms
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19) What was your birth length? ____________ inches, OR ____________
centimeters
20) How has your body weight been since you were 19 years of age?
stable (always about the same weight, only changing by a couple of pounds when
I am not pregnant),
please skip to question 28
unstable and progressively increasing
unstable, because it has been going up and down often
unstable, I feel I have been gaining weight with each pregnancy
Other, please describe
______________________________________________________________
21) By how many pounds or kilograms does your body weight tend to fluctuate (or
change) per year?
In average about ____________ pounds, OR ____________ kilograms per year.
22) What do you think causes your body weight to be unstable? Please explain.

______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
_______
23) Have you ever actively tried to lose weight?
Yes

If No, please skip to question 28
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24) How old were you when you first actively tried to lose weight?
____________________________________
25) What method did you use when you first actively tried to lose weight?
______________________________________________________________________
____________________
26) Since you were 19 years old, how many times have you been actively trying to
lose weight and at what ages? Please explain.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________

27) List all the methods you have tried to lose weight.
Vitamin/mineral supplement, please specify
__________________________________________________
Dietary changes or special diets, please specify
______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Physical activity, please specify
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____
Pills or herbal products, please describe
_____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________
Prescribed medication, please describe
______________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________
______________
Surgery, please describe
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
_________
Meetings with a health care professional(s), please indicate which professional(s)
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________
Other, please describe
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________
28) What was the maximum weight you ever lost, how long did it take you to lose that
weight and what method did you use?
I lost ________ pounds, OR _________ kilograms in ___________ months,
using the following method
________________________________________________________________
____________________
29) Have you ever consulted a physician about weight issues or for weight management
purposes?
No
No, but I would like to.
Yes, and it was helpful. Explain
____________________________________________________
Yes, but it was not helpful. Explain
_________________________________________________
30) Have you ever consulted a registered dietitian about weight issues or for weight
management purposes?
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No
No, but I would like to.
Yes, and it was helpful. Explain
____________________________________________________
Yes, but it was not helpful. Explain
_________________________________________________
31) If you choose a method to lose weight in the future, what will you be looking for as
important characteristics? Check the three (3) most important factors for you.
Group meetings

Individual support

Short-term results

Long-term results

Minimum time commitment

Follow-up support

Education

Learning healthier lifestyle choices

Expert advice by registered dietitian

Expert advice by physician

Expert advice by exercise physiologist

Cost

Safety

Help with stress management

Other, please specify
_________________________________________________________

Section E – About Your Health:
32) Have you ever been diagnosed with:
Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus

Yes

No

Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus

Yes

No

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus

Yes

No
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Pre-diabetes

Yes

No

Gestational hypertension

Yes

No

Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome

Yes

No

33) Do you currently, or have you ever taken medication for diabetes or pre-diabetes:
No

If Yes, please describe

__________________________________________________________

Section F – About Your Family:
34) How many siblings do you have?
_________ Sister(s)

_________ Brother(s)

I do not know

35) How many of your siblings are overweight or obese?
_________ Sister(s) _________ Brother(s)

I do not know

36) Is there a history of overweight or obesity in the rest of your immediate family?
(Check all that apply)
Your mother

Your father

Grandmother on your mother’s side
Grandmother on your father’s side
None

Grandfather on your mother’s side
Grandfather on your father’s side

I do not know

Other(s), please

specify:______________________________
37) How many of your siblings have diabetes?
_________ Sister(s) _________ Brother(s)

I do not know

38) Is there a history of diabetes in the rest of your immediate family?

(Check all that

apply)
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Your mother

Your father

Grandmother on your mother’s side

Grandfather on your mother’s side

Grandmother on your father’s side

Grandfather on your father’s side

None

Other(s), please

I do not know

specify:______________________________
39) What is the height and weight of the father of your child to be?
Height ___________ feet ___________ inches, OR _________________
centimeters
Weight ___________ pounds, OR _______________ kilograms
40) What is the ethnic background of the father of your child to be?
Caucasian
Métis,

Inuit )

Hispanic

Aboriginal (please circle: First Nations,

Asian

African American

Other, please

specify _________________
41) How many siblings does the father of your child to be have?
_________ Sister(s)

_________ Brother(s)

I do not know

42) How many of the father’s siblings are overweight or obese?
_________ Sister(s) _________ Brother(s)

I do not know

43) How many of the father’s siblings have diabetes?
_________ Sister(s) _________ Brother(s)

I do not know

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
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Appendix D: Clinical Trials Registration for Study 3.
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Appendix E: Western University Human Research Ethics Board – Ethics
Approval for Study 3.
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Appendix F: Letter of Information for Study 3.

LETTER OF INFORMATION AND CONSENT

Strategizing the best approach to prevent early excessive gestational
weight gain using a Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Intervention Program
(NELIP)
Conflict of Interest
There are no conflicts of interest to declare related to this study.
Invitation to Participate in Research

You are being invited to participate in this research study about health in
pregnancy because, you are 12 to 18 weeks pregnant and are eligible to
participate. Your participation is voluntary, so choosing not to participate will
have no negative consequences or effect on the care that you receive at your
primary health care clinic or place of delivery.
Why is this study being done?

Although weight gain is expected during pregnancy, excessive weight gain may
put mothers at risk of health problems like diabetes and high blood pressure.
Excessive gestational weight gain is defined by the 2009 Institute of Medicine
weight gain guidelines as > 16 kg if you are normal weight, > 11.5 kg if you are
overweight and > 9 kg if you are obese. Babies of women who gain above these
guidelines may also be at risk of being born too large and developing future
health problems. We are interested in helping women to gain a healthy amount
of weight during pregnancy to prevent problems associated with gaining
excessive weight during pregnancy. A total of 81 pregnant women will be
participating in this study. The results of this study will allow us to design future
programs and guidelines for pregnant women so that mothers may have the
healthiest pregnancy possible. Because this is a smaller pilot study, we may use
these findings to guide the future direction of a larger study.
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the success of starting a program of healthy
eating first followed by starting exercise by 25 weeks of pregnancy, or starting a
program of exercise first, followed by starting a healthy eating program by 25 weeks
or starting both programs together.

We will monitor your weight gain to see which strategy works best at preventing
early and total excessive weight gain during pregnancy.
What will happen during the study?
The program will begin between 12 to 18 weeks of pregnancy. If you decide to
participate, you will be randomly assigned (like the flip of a coin) to one of the
intervention strategies. You will have a 1 in 3 chance of being placed in any
group. Neither you, the study staff, nor the study investigators can choose
which group you will be in.
Your participation involves the following:
First Visit: Tour of the facility, information session and pre-screening
Before you are randomized into your specific group or strategy, we will have you
sign the consent form (attached). Once consent is signed, we will have you
complete a medical screening questionnaire (PARmed-X for Pregnancy). All
women will receive usual care and advice from their primary health care provider
and he/she must sign the PARmed-X form to confirm you have a low-risk
pregnancy before your participation in the study begins. Study participation will
begin at 12-18 weeks of pregnancy and continue until the birth of your baby, with
follow-up when your baby is 2, 6 and 12 months old. You will be asked to
complete the Weight and Health History questionnaire about your general health,
the Kaiser Physical Activity Survey and the Pregnancy Physical Activity
Questionnaire, that will give us information about your activity levels during
pregnancy. You will be given a Food Frequency Questionnaire and also asked
about what you ate yesterday (24 hour recall) in order to see what your food
intake profile looks like. In addition, you will be given a questionnaire about your
current level of anxiety and stress. Also at the first visit, you will be asked if you
have a smart phone (Android or iPhone). The purpose of this is to see if you
want to track your food intake (everything you eat and drink) using a smart phone
app. You will be given the option to track your food using either a paper log,
email or smart phone application for 3 days in a row, including 1 weekend day
(For example, Thursday, Friday and Saturday or Sunday, Monday and Tuesday).
We ask that you be as honest as possible and not change your eating habits
while you are recording your food intake over these three assigned days. We will
use this information to help make a nutrition meal plan that is suited to you. If you
do not have a smart phone we will provide you with a 3-day food intake record in
paper form that you will fill out in the same way. You will also be given a Fitbit
activity tracker that you will wear on your wrist that will track how active you are
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over these same three days. We will provide you with a personalized user name
and password to protect your privacy online. The Fitbit tracker and your food
intake record will allow us to monitor your nutrition and activity before you start
the program. We will make an appointment for you to return to the lab the
following week to find out which group you have been randomized into. The total
time for this first visit will be approximately 60 to 90 minutes.
At the next visit, you will return your Fitbit and we will measure and record your
height and your weight. At this time we will also measure your skinfolds. This is a
measure of your fat just under the skin at 4 specific sites: at the front and back of
your arm, between your shoulder blades, and just above your hip bone. We want
to monitor how the fat at these sites will change over the course of your
pregnancy. At these sites, your skin and fat underneath will be gently pinched
between a caliper or tweezers. The sensation you will feel is just like when you
“pinch an inch” on your body and you may feel the calipers as a tickle against
your skin. Once this is complete, we will then randomize you into one of three
strategies. If you are in the group that receives exercise first or both nutrition and
exercise as your initial strategy, you will continue using the Fitbit to track your
activity levels for the duration of the program. If you are in the group that receives
the nutrition program first or both nutrition and exercise, you will be given a
specialized meal plan and you will continue to record your food intake for a 24hour period once per week using your choice of recording method (paper log,
email or smart phone) for the duration of the program.
If you are randomized into having the Nutrition strategy introduced first:
The purpose of the controlled nutrition meal plan is to promote good eating
habits, to control excessive weight gain and to help prevent gestational diabetes.
This strategy will take into account your 3-day food intake record. It will allow
you to have three balanced meals and two to three snacks per day, emphasizing
high fiber and low sugar content foods and having healthy portion sizes. Once
per week throughout the program, you will be required to record for a 24-hour
period everything you eat and drink during that time period using eithera pen
and paper food log, email or smart phone application. This will assist us in
adjusting your nutrition program as your pregnancy progresses and to promote
good eating habits and prevent excessive weight gain. We will make a weekly
scheduled appointment to the lab at your convenience for a “weigh-in” and to
discuss any nutrition concerns you may have. These weekly visits will take
approximately 30 minutes, and will continue until you reach 24-weeks gestation.
At 24-weeks gestation, during your weekly visit, we will give you the Kaiser
Physical Activity Survey to complete again, we will repeat your skinfold
measurements and record your weight. We will ask you to repeat the 3-day food
intake record using your choice of recording method like you did at the
beginning of the study. In addition, we will give you a Fitbit tracker to also record
your activity levels like you did at the beginning of the study. At your following
weekly visit (approximately 25-weeks gestation), you will begin the exercise
strategy (please see below) while continuing the nutrition strategy, and will
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continue to come to the lab for your weekly scheduled “weight-ins,” walking and
discussion of nutritional concerns.
At the next visit, you will return your Fitbit and we will measure and record your
height and your weight. At this time we will also measure your skinfolds. This is a
measure of your fat just under the skin at 4 specific sites: at the front and back of
your arm, between your shoulder blades, and just above your hip bone. We want
to monitor how the fat at these sites will change over the course of your
pregnancy. At these sites, your skin and fat underneath will be gently pinched
between a caliper or tweezers. The sensation you will feel is just like when you
“pinch an inch” on your body and you may feel the calipers as a tickle against
your skin. Once this is complete, we will then randomize you into one of three
strategies. If you are in the group that receives exercise first or both nutrition and
exercise as your initial strategy, you will continue using the Fitbit to track your
activity levels for the duration of the program. If you are in the group that receives
the nutrition program first or both nutrition and exercise, you will be given a
specialized meal plan and you will continue to record your food intake for a 24hour period once per week using your choice of recording method (paper log,
email or smart phone) for the duration of the program.
If you are randomized into having the Exercise (Walking Program)
strategy introduced first:
The purpose of the exercise strategy is to promote an active lifestyle, to prevent
excessive gestational weight gain and to help prevent gestational diabetes. This
strategy will take into account your previous physical activity habits. You will
begin the walking program at a walking pace that is easy for you to maintain
without becoming breathless (out of breath) for 25 minutes. We recommend that
you complete 3 to 4 total (2 to 3 on your own) exercise sessions per week until
delivery. For each subsequent week, the exercise time will increase by 2 mins
up to a maximum of 40 mins per walking session, which will be maintained until
delivery. We will make a weekly scheduled appointment to the lab at your
convenience for a “weigh-in” and for you to walk with us. These weekly visits will
take approximately 45 to 60 minutes, and will continue until you reach 24-weeks
gestation. At 24 weeks gestation, during your weekly visit, we will give you the
Kaiser Physical Activity Survey to complete again, we will repeat your skinfold
measurements and record your weight. We will ask you to repeat the 3-day food
intake record using your choice of recording method like you did at the
beginning of the study. In addition, you will use your Fitbit tracker to also record
your activity levels like you did at the beginning of the study. At your following
weekly visit (approximately 25 weeks gestation), you will begin the nutrition
strategy (please see above) while continuing the exercise strategy, and will
continue to come to the lab for your weekly scheduled “weight-ins,” walking and
discussion of nutritional concerns.
If you are randomized into having both Nutrition and Exercise strategies
introduced first:
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You will be given both strategies at the same time (see above) and will continue
these strategies until delivery. At 24-weeks gestation, during your weekly visit,
we will give you the Kaiser Physical Activity Survey to complete again, we will
repeat your skinfold measurements and record your weight. We will ask you to
repeat the 3-day food intake record using your choice of recording method) like
you did at the beginning of the study. In addition, you will use your Fitbit tracker
to also record your activity levels like you did at the beginning of the study. At
your following weekly visit (approximately 25-weeks gestation), you will continue
your nutrition and exercise strategies as you did before.
Regardless of strategy assignment, at 36 to 38 weeks of pregnancy, we will give
you the same questionnaire plus one exit questionnaire about your experience in
the program, we will measure your skinfolds and record your weight just like we
did when you were 24-weeks gestation. At this visit you will be required to return
your Fitbit. Regardless of strategy assignment, we ask that you or your partner
contact us as soon as possible after the birth of your baby. We will contact you
within 6 to 18 hours after you deliver. One of our research staff will visit you and
your new baby and, with your help, we will measure the length, head size, chest
size and abdomen size of your baby, length of limbs and limb girths, using a cloth
tape measure. We will record the birth weight of your baby, any complications
which may have occurred during delivery, and the APGAR scores. These are
numbers that refer to your baby’s colour, breathing and reflexes at 1 minute and
5 minutes after birth. Finally, we will measure 6 skin fold sites on your baby using
a special infant skinfold caliper. The sites that we will measure are: the front and
back of the arm, between the shoulder blades, the front of one thigh, the front of
the belly by the belly-button, and just above the hip bone. There are no known
risks with this procedure. We will also ask you what your last known body weight
was before delivery.
You and your baby will return to the lab at 2, 6 and 12 months post-delivery for
follow-up. You will complete the same questionnaires that you filled in from your
last pregnancy visit along with two additional questionnaires about breastfeeding
and solid foods. In addition, we will ask you what you ate and drank in the last 24
hours before your visit. We will measure your infant’s length, weight and head,
chest, abdomen, hip, arm, mid-thigh and calf circumference using a cloth tape
measure like we did at birth. We will measure the same 6 skinfold sites on your
infant as we measured at birth. The front and back of the arm, between the
shoulder blades, the front of the thigh, the front of the belly by the belly-button
and just above the hip bone. You will be weighed and we will also measure your
waist (at the area of your belly-button) and hips (at the widest part of your hips)
using a soft cloth tape and repeat the skinfold measurements that we did when
you were pregnant.
The total time for each of these visits will be approximately 60 to 90 minutes.
Voluntary Participation
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Participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate, refuse
to answer any questions or to withdraw from the study at any time with no
effect on your future care.
Withdrawal from Study
You may change your mind about participating in the study and withdraw (stop
taking part in the study) at any time. If you do withdraw, we will still use your
information that has been collected up to that point. If, during the course of the
study, your physician determines that continuation of the study would worsen
your health, or the health of your baby, you will be advised to discontinue the
study. When you discontinue, we will still use your information that has been
collected up to that point to help answer the research question. No new
information will be collected without your permission. We must insist that you
return our Fitbit to us immediately following your decision to withdraw.
An alternative to the study procedures described above is to not participate in
the study and just continue on as you do now. There is no guarantee of
personal benefit from participating in the study.
If you withdraw from the study prior to completion we will contact you by phone
to record your final weight before delivery and birth information (birth weight,
length, head circumference, APGAR scores and any problems with labour and
birth).

Are there any risks to participating in this study?
The risks involved with participating in this study are minimal. When you first
begin the exercise walking program, you may experience some soreness in your
muscles, but this will go away within a few days.
Are there any benefits to participating in this study?
Participating in this study may help you to learn more about health in
pregnancy – specifically, exercise and nutrition – and may prevent excessive
gestational weight gain.
How will your information be kept confidential?
Your confidentiality will be respected. The information collected from you will be
used for this current research project only. Your record will be kept locked in a
cabinet in a secure office.
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Your name, address, telephone number and email address will be collected in
order to contact you. You will be given a unique identification number and any
personal or health information collected from you will not be personally
identifiable in any way. Your records will be kept in a secure and confidential
location for a minimum of 15 years and then destroyed.
Your unique Fitbit username will not include any personal identifiers. Only
members of the research team will know your username and password.
When the results of this study are published, reported or presented to other
health care professionals and researchers, your name (or the names of any
other participant) will not be associated with any specific result without your
consent to the disclosure.
All information collected for this study (including personal health information)
will be kept confidential and will not be shared with anyone outside the study
unless required by law. Absolute confidentiality, however, cannot be
guaranteed, as representatives of the University of Western Ontario Health
Sciences Research Ethics Board may require access to your study-related
records or may need to follow-up with you to monitor the conduct of this
research.
Will there be any cost to me?
No. Your participation in this research will not involve any additional costs to you
or your health care insurer, and you will not be compensated for your
participation in the study. We will arrange for you to park free of charge at UWO.
What are your rights as a participant?
If you are harmed as a direct result of taking part in this study, all necessary
medical treatment will be made available to you at no cost.
You do not waive any legal rights by signing the consent form. You will be given
a copy of this letter of information and consent form once it is signed.
Questions about the Study
If you have any questions about this study or your treatment, please contact the
principal study investigator, Dr. Michelle Mottola (Department of Anatomy and
Cell Biology, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry; School of Kinesiology,
Faculty of Health Sciences) of the University of Western Ontario.
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant or the
conduct of this study, you may contact The Office of Research Ethics.
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Appendix G: Consent form for Study 3.
Consent form

Strategizing the best approach to prevent early excessive gestational
weight gain using a Nutrition and Exercise Lifestyle Intervention Program
(NELIP)

I have read the letter of information. This study has been explained to me and
any questions I had have been answered. I know that I may leave the study at
any time. I agree for myself and my child to participate.
Please check the appropriate box below and initial:
____ I agree to be contacted for future research studies
____ I do NOT agree to be contacted for future research studies
Your Name (PLEASE PRINT) _______________________________
Your Signature _______________________________

Date (DD-MM-YYYY) _______________________________

My signature means that I have explained the study to the participant
named above. I have answered all questions.
Name of Person Obtaining Consent _______________________________
Signature _______________________________
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